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HENRY BLAKE FULLER'S
SATIRE ON HAMLIN GARLAND

by John Pilkington

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, perhaps no
young American novelist showed
much promise as Chicago’s
Henry Blake Fuller. Praised extravagantly by such eastern critics
of the Genteel Tradition as Charles Eliot Norton and James Russell
Lowell for writing the delightful European idylls, The Chevalier of
Pensieri-Vani and The Chatelaine of La Trinité, Fuller, in 1892,
returned from Europe to Chicago, where everyone expected him to
continue to write in the same romantic vein. But Fuller surprised
everyone, including such close friends
Hamlin Garland, Zulime
Taft, and her sculptor-brother, Lorado Taft, by publishing two
hard-hitting, naturalistic novels that seemed to make him a disciple
of William Dean Howells. The Cliff-Dwellers (1893) and With the
Procession (1895) exploded on a Chicago public that thought it
belonged to the culturally elite because of the success of the World’s
Columbian Exposition. In Chicago, where art was booming, few
respected the harsh comments Fuller made in his two novels about
the Windy City. Many of his friends wished he had continued the
gentle, romantic European stories that were half fiction and half
travel.

Fuller did go back to Europe. He did write additional stories in
what many believed was a continuation of the earlier vein; but when
the Spanish-American War broke out in 1898, Fuller returned to
write some angry verses in which he denounced American conduct
in the Philippines. The New Flag (1899) surprised his friends even
more than his earlier fictional attacks on Chicago, and they viewed
with dismay Fuller’s pessimism over the plight of the arts and the
artists in America. Fortunately, since not many copies of The New
Flag circulated, few persons understood the depth of Fuller’s feel
ing. Even fewer persons—probably not even Garland and Lorado
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Taft—realized that already Fuller’s best work was behind him; and
they were pleasantly surprised when, in 1901, Fuller brought out
another volume of satires full of humorous hits at many of his artist
friends. They greeted Under the Skylights with open delight, even
when, as in the case of Garland, they found themselves the targets
of Fuller’s fun. But beneath the laughter in the book, there was a
much more serious purpose than they realized. It was, in fact, a
statement of Fuller’s artistic principles, a defense of his career, and
a criticism of all he found bad in the Chicago art boom of the 1890’s.
As such, it deserves more attention than it has received.

Under the Skylights is a collection
three novelettes, or long
short stories: “The Downfall of Abner Joyce,” “Little O’Grady vs.
the Grindstone,” and “Dr. Gowdy and the Squash.” The title of the
book is probably a reference to the fact that during the 1890’s many
of the artists in Chicago, for example, Ralph Clarkson, Charles
Francis Browne, Bessie Potter, and Lorado Taft, had studios on the
tenth or top floor of the Fine Arts Building. Although neither a
painter nor a sculptor, Hamlin Garland was considered one of this
group. Most of them were also members of the famous “Little
Room” that Fuller frequented for many years. Although he knew
them well, visited them almost daily, and admired their work, he
did not hesitate to laugh at their peculiarities and to differ with
their ideas about art.
In “The Downfall of Abner Joyce,” Fuller’s principal target is his
best friend, Hamlin Garland. The plot seems deceptively simple.
Abner Joyce (Hamlin Garland), a farm boy, educated at Flatfield
Academy, has achieved literary fame with his first book, This Weary
World (Garland’s Main-Travelled Roads), a book of twelve stories—
“clods of earth”1—stressing the unpleasant aspects of farm life and
advocating populist measures of agrarian reform. Although neither
Garland nor Main Travelled Roads was mentioned by name, no one
even reasonably literate could have failed to recognize the por
trait. “This Weary World,” wrote Fuller, “was grim and it was
rugged, but it was sincere and it was significant” (p. 3). Indeed,
1 Henry Blake Fuller, “The Downfall of Abner Joyce,” in Under the Sky
lights (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1901), p. 4; hereafter refer
ences to “The Downfall of Abner Joyce” appear in the text.
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added Fuller, only a farmer’s boy himself, who had spent years
behind the plow, could have given the book its earthy qualities.
“The soil itself spoke,” declared Fuller, “the intimate, humble
ground; warmed by his own passionate sense of right, it steamed
incense-like aloft and cried to the blue skies for justice” (p. 4).
Some of the stories appeared composed “not so much by the hand
as by the fist” (p. 5), and Abner with the fierce indignation of youth
declared he would never compromise. Garland’s zeal for land
reform, for justice to the farmer, and for the populist cause, Fuller
set forth with the mocking irony
an accomplished satirist which,
in fact, Fuller was.
After leaving Flatfield Academy, Abner Joyce inbibed to the
full the gospel of the “Readjusted Tax” (Henry George’s Single Tax
program) and incorporated his enthusiasm for it in his second novel,
The Rod of the Oppressor (probably Jason Edwards), described
by Fuller
very much like Abner’s first book both in content and
in tone. Fuller termed it “the first of the long series that Abner was
to put forth with the prodigal ease and carelessness
Nature her
self; and it was
gloomy, strenuous and positive as its predecessor”
(p. 13). Both books reflect the blunt earnestness of the reformer and
the socially ragged edges of the author. Abner harshly refuses to
make the slightest compromise with wealth, gentility, or luxurious
living.
Abner’s reforming crusade, however, attracts attention, and soon
the socially prominent Mrs. Potter Pence (possibly Mrs. Potter
Palmer) invites him to her salon to meet the charming Medora
Giles (Zulime Taft). Abner also begins to frequent the studios
other artists, especially those of Adrian Bond (Fuller himself) and
Stephen Giles (Lorado Taft). Despite Abner’s insults and occasional
rudeness, they tolerate him with good humor. Abner has little
regard for the book which Adrian is writing on The Citys Maw
(a glance at Fuller’s The Cliff-Dwellers). Instead, Abner con
tinues to advise his friends to “write about the things you know
and like” (p. 41), and he recommends that Medora read his first
book, Jim McKays Defeat, or Less Than the Beasts, or Regenera
tion, the volume which he is currently writing.
Published by eGrove, 1967
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Gradually Abner Joyce begins to enjoy his popularity and to
realize that the ills of the world cannot be reformed by the Read
justed Tax or any other easy panacea. He finds he enjoys the society
of persons whose dress is attractive and whose manners are refined.
He falls in love with Medora, marries her, and learns to conform.
In Fuller’s words, Abner had dealt out his own fate and “crushed
yet complacent, he lay among the ruins.”

Yes, Abner had made his compromise with the
world. He had conformed. He had reached an
understanding with the children of Mammon.
He—a great, original genius—had become just
like other people. His downfall was complete.
(p. 139)
Socially, Abner Joyce had adjusted to Chicago society. Unquestion
ably Fuller had drawn a portrait that was true to the life of Hamlin
Garland, and the portrait could hardly be called flattering. Garland
had come to Chicago with a reforming chip on his shoulder and
been tamed by the charming and brilliant Zulime Taft with assis
tance, of course, from Lorado Taft, Fuller himself, and the other
members of the “Little Room.”

On the other hand, there can be little doubt that the satire which
had found its mark had hurt, yet it is to Garland’s credit that he
never allowed Fuller’s thrusts to interfere with their friendship.
Very likely, he recognized the truth of Fuller’s portrait. In his
diaries and in his volumes of autobiography, however, Garland said
nothing about Abner Joyce, though he recorded his immense en
joyment of the other two stories in Under the Skylights. When
Fuller read the manuscript aloud to a small group which included
Zulime, Garland, and Lorado Taft, Garland thought the other two
stories both capital jokes.

Fuller’s account of “The Downfall
Abner Joyce,” however,
went beyond the surface aspects of Garland’s dress and manners.
Fuller wanted to state a fundamental opposition between his own
kind of writing and that advocated by Garland. In one brief scene,
Fuller makes his point forcefully. Abner (Garland) and Adrian
Bond (who speaks for Fuller) have been reading their unpublished
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/ms_studies_eng/vol8/iss1/11
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manuscripts aloud to a small group of friends. Abner has read the
latest chapters he has written in Regeneration; and Bond,
Fuller
says, “read a few pages to show what progress an alien romanticist
was making in homely fields nearer at hand” (p. 58). In words that
sound like a parody of Garland’s Crumbling Idols, Abner endeavors
to teach Bond:
The way to write about cows in a pasture ... is
just to write about them—in a simple, straight
forward style without any slant toward history or
mythology, and without any cross-references to
remote scenes of foreign travel, (p. 58)
Indeed, Abner insists that “travel is a mistake” and that the writer
had best leave the past alone. “Let the pasture furnish its own
atmosphere,” declares Abner.

Turning to Bond’s use of reference to Theocritus, Abner declares,
“Leave the past alone. Live in the present. The past,—bury it,
forget it” (p. 59). But Fuller, whose knowledge of classical litera
ture, sculpture, and architecture was, to say the least, compre
hensive, could not resist a defense of the idols Garland was
crumbling away. Bond replies: “So hard. Heir of the ages, you
know. Good deal harder to forget than never to have learned at all”
(p. 59). When pushed for a more specific defense of the Greeks,
Bond declares, “They finished things. The temple wasn’t complete
till they had swept all the marble chips off the back stoop . . .”
(p. 60). Finally, Bond
that he will stick to his regular field,
which he defines as “griffins, gorgons, hydras, chimeras dire,—but no
more cows. I was never meant for a veritist.”
Fuller’s argument, in the final analysis, rests upon taste rather
than upon logic. Earlier in the story he had remarked through
Adrian Bond that “I know I ought to . . . start in to accomplish
something more vital, more indigenous—less of the marquise and
more of the milkmaid” (pp. 40-41), but Fuller could never bring
himself to admire the cow. And when Abner (Garland) enjoins
him again to write, as all veritists must, about the things he knows,
Bond states Fuller’s dilemma in precise terms:
Published by eGrove, 1967
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If to know and to like were one with me, as they
appear to be with you! A boyhood in the country—
what a grand beginning! But the things I know
are the things I don’t like, and the things I like
are not always the things I know—oftener the
things I feel. (p. 41)

Abner’s reply was equally to the point. After admitting that Bond
(Fuller) has style, Abner (Garland) adds that the great lack is
“meat.” And Bond ends the scene by conceding that “clearly the
big thing, the sincere thing, the significant thing was beyond his
reach. The City’s Maw must remain unwritten” (p. 42).
Fuller had thought about these issues for many years. He could
grasp the force of the arguments advanced by the realists and
veritists who exhorted the American writer to deal with the local
American scene “in a simple, straightforward style”—what Abner
had called letting “the pasture furnish its own atmosphere.” For
Fuller, the local scene—the cow in the pasture—would mean
Chicago, the hog-city, the black city, the ugly industrial city that he
hated. To be successful, he would be forced to become a reporter
instead of a writer—Abner refers to the artist as “the reporter
sublimated” (p. 37). Worst of all, Fuller would have to abandon
his concept of literature as the creation of beauty by the exercise
of the imagination.

That Fuller felt strongly about the matter may be inferred from
the fact that he never did write The City’s Maw or anything like it.
He had stated the case for the imagination, for the artist concerned
primarily with beauty created mainly through form and style. Gar
land’s position seems much closer to the naturalism that was to
follow in Dreiser and his successors. Ironically, Garland, once
settled amid the comforts of home provided by his wife, Zulime
Taft Garland, lost much of his reforming zeal, and as the years
passed, he became more and more sympathetic to Fuller’s position.
By 1901, when Under the Skylights was published, both men had
already made their major contributions to American literature. At
that time, however, only Fuller might have conceded the truth of
this assertion.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/ms_studies_eng/vol8/iss1/11
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THE PARADOX OF RUSKIN'S ADMIRATION OF
RENAISSANCE ENGLISH WRITERS

by Louis E. Dollarhide

Like most doctrinaire critics, John Ruskin was very exact in his
loves and his hates. In the scope of his criticism two general atti
tudes emerge. His almost unqualified devotion to the Middle Ages is
balanced perhaps only by his equally unqualified contempt for the
Renaissance. The one becomes the touchstone for all he values in
art, while the other is the diminishing scale against which he
measures all which he considers weak and valueless. In Modern
Painters and later in Stones of Venice he could rise to a moment
of Ruskinian poetry: “Autumn came,—the leaves were shed,—and the
eyes were directed to the extremities of the delicate branches. The
Renaissance frosts came, and all perished!”1 The purpose of this
paper is to examine, in the light of such an attitude, Ruskin’s para
doxical admiration of certain Renaissance writers and to seek his
justifications of this admiration.
But before one examines the writers themselves, it is helpful to
establish Ruskin’s basic concepts of the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance and beyond that, and largely a part of it, to establish
certain critical definitions. In Stones of Venice, Ruskin states dra
matically that the hammer lifted against the old palace of Ziani
was the knell of medieval culture.2 And just as positively, Ruskin
believed that the break between Middle Ages and Renaissance was,
with the exception of a few great men, clear and fast and that the
contrast between the two ages was perfect. The Renaissance was
a period of Infidelity (turning to this world) and Pride (of State,

1 The Works of John Ruskin (“The Sterling Edition,” 13 vols.; New
York, 1875), I, 231. See also VII, 21. All
except Footnote 15, are
to this edition. Ruskin’s italics.
2 Ibid., VII, 300.
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of System, of Learning). The principal element of the Renaissance
spirit was, Ruskin states, “its
confidence in its own wisdom.” 3
This “
confidence,” fostered by excessive reverence for classical
authors, diverged in two main streams. In art, it led to the demand
for perfection.4 Discovering that the world for ten centuries had
been living in an ungrammatical manner, he states with irony, the
men of the Renaissance “made it forthwith the end of human exist
ence to be grammatical.” 5 In religion it led into the “unfortunate
habit of systematizing” and ultimately to the loss of a vital religion.6
Ruskin’s principal objection to the Renaissance narrows down
his conviction that the vital religion
the Middle Ages, which had
given art a focus, a unity, and a high moral purpose, was cramped
and defeated by the forces which ushered in the Renaissance and
became its chief characteristics—faith in learning and insistence on
perfection of form at the expense of essential meaning. To Ruskin
these forces, so-called, were external to the high moral purpose
of art.
While these are the major distinctions Ruskin makes between
Middle Ages and Renaissance, more specific differences come to
light when one examines his critical language. number of criteria
are significant. First, the foundation of his critical standards, and
naturally a “medieval” concept, is his firm belief in an organic
theory of art, conceivably derived from Carlyle’s principle
change. Ruskin states categorically that no work can be perfect.
To demand perfection is to misunderstand the ends of art, for im
perfection is in some way essential to all man knows of life. It is
the “sign of a mortal body, of a state of progress and change.” 7
Secondly, Ruskin believed strongly in the theory of the art which
conceals the artist. The greatest artist is the least self-conscious of
God’s creatures. He annihilates himself in his work.8
third im
portant distinction which Ruskin underscores is the difference be
tween Imagination and Fancy. Ruskin distinguishes carefully
between the two “faculties” because on this distinction rests much
3 Ibid.,
4 Ibid.,
5 Ibid.,
6 Ibid.,
7 Ibid.,
8 Ibid.,

VI, 305.
p. 172.
p. 58.
p. 318.
p. 171.
1, 24.
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of his adverse criticism of Renaissance art. Imagination is to him
the penetrative, analyzing, intuitive power praised by the Romantics.
Fancy on the other hand is equated with wit or ingenuity. It is a
power of brilliance, of superficial elegance and style, but it is always
superficial. In ideal relationship, Fancy is always subordinate to
Imagination.9 And, then, finally it is necessary to understand
Ruskin’s concept of Beauty. To him, Beauty is in reality a trans
cendental element in art perceived intuitively by the artist and
transmitted through his creation to an intelligent and sensitive
observer. It cannot be separated from Spirit, nor can it be perceived
by the non-religious mind. Repose, Ruskin’s aesthetic cognate
Carlyle’s Silence, is made the “unfailing test
beauty.” 10
Not widely read in Renaissance authors, Ruskin mentions only
eight or ten in the scope of his work and of these, he
closely
at only three, Shakespeare, Spenser, and Milton. Maturing at a time
when romantic Shakespearean “idolatry” was at its height, Ruskin
understandably accepted Shakespeare’s greatness without much
question. He could not recall in after life when he did not know
the plays and the outlines of their characters.11 To him Shakespeare,
separated like Homer from the very greatest only by “less fulness
and earnestness of Faith,” still loomed above the world in his
“great rest of spirituality.” 12 This quality of repose, which grants
him supreme beauty, is his surpassing excellence. In Shakespeare
also, the artist is completely annihilated. “Do we think of Aeschylus,”
Ruskin asks, “while we wait on the silences of Cassandra, or of
Shakespeare, while we listen to the wailing of Lear?” 13 Further,
Shakespeare possesses the faculty of penetrative imagination to a
marked degree. “Every character so much as touched by men like
Aeschylus, Homer, Dante, or Shakespeare, is by them held by the
heart. . . .” Every sentence they write “opens down to the heart,”
every word has “an awful undercurrent of meaning.” 14 And this
“meaning” is, of course, truth of spiritual reality. Ruskin reacted
strongly against Schlegel’s treatment of Shakespeare’s plays as
9 Ibid., II, 391.
10 Ibid., pp. 299-300.
11 Ibid., X, 295.
12 Ibid., II, 299-300.
13 Ibid., 24.
14 Ibid., II, 414.
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elaborate pieces of art. By emphasizing the conscious artistry of
Shakespeare, Schlegel made him appear dangerously close to
Ruskin’s portrait of the Renaissance artist, who strove for per
fection of form.15 To assume that Shakespeare was anything but a
natural artist was, of course, unthinkable. Late in life Ruskin was to
search for the reason for Shakespeare’s long hold over him and to
decide a little querulously that it had never been in anywise a
wholesome one.16 But this final statement came after his once active
mind had gone into its last decline.
Along with the reading of Shakespeare, the reading of Spenser
was a religious duty in the Ruskin household, and Ruskin never lost
his love for the deep moral earnestness of Spenser’s work. Accepting
Shakespeare first on the grounds of unquestioned greatness and
later constructing his justification of this acceptance, Ruskin found
that Shakespeare answered his ideal of Gothic correctness, not so
much by subject and detail, as by spirit. Spenser, on the other hand,
lacking Shakespeare’s unassailable eminence, could be approached
more directly, with less reverence, though always with admiration
and respect; and so in dealing with him, Ruskin is more explicit
and detailed in exploring his never completely formulated theory
of the continuity of medieval tradition as a source of Renaissance
strength. To Ruskin, Spenser not only possessed the Gothic spirit,
Shakespeare did, but also used subjects and details in keeping
with medieval art. His chief interest in Spenser was the allegorical
cast of his mind. Ruskin’s brief, suggestive study of the allegory of
the Faery Queene 17 bears evidence of close reading; its accuracy
is still generally accepted today. Spenser’s Shepheardes Calendar
bears close comparison with the feeling, selection, and vitality
Gothic sculpture treating the same subjects. Spenser’s description
of the Vices and the Virtues is generally true to the medieval ideas.18
In his work generally, Spenser furnishes, Ruskin thinks, the exactly
intermediate type of conception between medieval and Renais
sance.19 And since Spenser is an intermediary between two ages,
15E. I. Cook and Alexander Wederburn (eds.), The Letters of John
Ruskin, Vols. XXXVI and XXXVII of The Works of John Ruskin (39 vols.;
London, 1909), I, 129.
16 Works, Sterling Edition,” X, 297-298.
17 Ibid., VII, 205-209.
18 Ibid., VI, 320.
19 Ibid., pp. 320-348.
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it is natural, therefore, that Ruskin find a few blemishes in his
work. Now and then, Ruskin finds, there is an intrusion of Renais
sance Fancy.20
While Spenser and Shakespeare, each in his own way, satisfy
Ruskin’s requirements for great art, Milton, coming a generation
after them, is the complete man of the Renaissance. The demand for
perfection of form and for systematizing, and the emphasis on
learning have cramped Milton’s genius into uncomfortable patterns.
He lacks the repose, the variety, the vitality, and spiritual pene
tration of his great predecessors. He has instead the superficial gloss
and excellence, the pale refinements of the Renaissance. In him,
Fancy has superseded Imagination. There is no evidence that
Ruskin knew Milton very well, but there is evidence that he had
little sympathy with what he did know. Milton becomes for him
a sort of Renaissance whipping-boy, whom he repeatedly evokes
to illustrate the weaknesses of Renaissance art. Milton is shrewd
but short-sighted. Compared with Dante, Milton’s conception of
Paradise Lost lacks intensity, feeling, passion and vitality. Not
a single fact is for an instant “conceived
tenable by any living
faith.”21

Besides lacking profundity of thought and genuine faith, Milton
possesses other related characteristics of Renaissance weakness.
While Dante and Shakespeare possess true imagination, in Milton
generally the imagination is “mixed and broken with fancy, and
so the strength of the imagery is part of iron and part of clay.” 22
Milton’s description of fire in hell, for example, suffers in comparison
with Dante’s; it deals too much with externals. One feels the form
but not the fury of the flame 23 and consequently Milton has missed
the essential reason for the description. As evidence of the con
sistency of point of view, years later, Ruskin wrote explicitly in
Fors Clavigera, that Milton “hews his gods out to his fancy, and
then believes in them; but in Giotto and Dante the art is always
subjected to the true vision.”24 This final statement is everywhere
typical of Ruskin’s estimate of Milton and states concisely, though
20 Ibid.,
21 Ibid.,
22 Ibid.,
23 Ibid.,
24 Ibid.,

II, 448.
XII, 51.
II, 418.
pp. 312-313.
V, 346.
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in brief, his distinction between the terms Medieval and Renais
sance.

Ruskin admired other Renaissance writers, though he had little
to say about them. He admired Sidney’s love lyrics, which he
thought to be the best since Dante.25 He read Hooker’s Laws of Ec
clesiastical Polity for its argument and for its English.26 He often
quoted George Herbert with admiration. In Fors Clavigera, he
promised in one letter to discuss Sidney’s Arcadia and More’s
Utopia; but, characteristically, he never returned to his subject.27
There are brief references to other writers, but only three important
figures are considered at length.

Within the framework of medieval standards of art according to
John Ruskin, the critic Ruskin performed his tasks of comparison
and judgment. In the beginning, he chose architecture as his prin
cipal subject because architecture was attacked first and was affected
most severely by the Renaissance. Because the spreading evil moved
more slowly in painting, sculpture, and poetry, Ruskin can still
admire Michelangelo, Tintoretto, Leonardo, Shakespeare, and Spen
ser. Although other considerations often intrude upon his judgments,
he can love these great Renaissance heroes because their power
lay, he believed, in their unbroken links with the spirit of the Middle
Ages—a unified faith, a spiritual rest or repose, in which he perceives
true beauty, and the penetrative, intuitive power called imagination.
When they fail, even in a great way, as Milton did, it is because
they have fallen to the Renaissance insistence on perfection of
form and emphasis on wisdom. Fancy has predominated over imagi
nation, and the true vision has been lost. In Stones of Venice he
explained his attitude toward the Renaissance. He had, he said,
profound reverence for those mighty men who
could wear the Renaissance armor of proof, and
yet not feel it encumber their living limbs—Leon
ardo and Michaelangelo, Titian and Tintoret. But
I speak of the Renaissance as an evil time because,
when it saw those men go burning forth into the
battle, it mistook their armor for their strength... .28
25 Ibid.,
26 Ibid.,
27 Ibid.,
28 Ibid.,

IV, 102.
X, 336.
IV, 108.
VII, 58.
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AN UNPUBLISHED EPIGRAM,
POSSIBLY BY JOHN WEBSTER

by James E. Savage

Some giue there wiues these tytles
good, faire sweete.
as they find beautie lone or honesty
but for to call them deare wiues
were more meete,
though in the word be ambiguity
for they bring men to troble cost & care
then deare they are, be thy good swet or faire.
Those lines appear in manuscript, in an italic hand, in one of
the many impressions of Sir Thomas Overbury’s
Wife. The copy
of the octavo containing them is that in the Henry E. Huntington
Library.1 They appear at the bottom of the final page (S3) after
the FINIS which terminates the little book, and, as far as has been
ascertained, they have never appeared in print.

The circumstances which led to the suggestion that the lines
may be the work of John Webster lie largely in the nature of ac
cretions which occurred during the successive impressions of the
work to which it was appended. Overbury’s poem itself, A Wife,
had first appeared in 1611, though no copy of that impression is re
corded in the Short-Title Catalogue.2 A Wife was probably written
to discourage Overbury’s patron and employer, Sir Robert Carr, in
his pursuit of Frances, the wife of the Earl of Essex, as were per
haps two or three of the Overbury “Characters.” After Overbury’s
death in The Tower in 1613, the publisher Lawrence Lisle pro
duced the Second Impression, with the title page A Wife, Now the
1 This poem is printed with the kind permission of the Trustees of the
Henry E. Huntington Library. A photographic reproduction of the poem
appears
page 14.
2 The existence of a first impression of A Wife is indicated by a note in
manuscript in the British Museum’s copy of the Fifteenth Impression.
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Widdow, of Sir Thomas Overbvrye, as one of four impressions that
were to appear in 1614. To make his book of respectable size, he
introduced A Wife with many commendatory poems by Overbury’s friends. He printed the first twenty-one of the Overbury
“Characters,” and he also printed a delightful group of items of
“Conceited Newes” by Overbury and others of the courtiers. To the
Fourth Impression Lisle added nine new characters; to the Sixth
Impression (1615) he added forty-one more. The last addition falls
into three groups, the third of which, thirty-two in number, have
with good reason been attributed to John Webster.3

Of these thirty-two characters first presented in the Sixth Impres
sion, one is “A Purueiour of Tobacco.” This character did not appear
in the Seventh Impression in 1616; it reappeared in the Eighth (also
1616), but it did not appear in the Ninth or in any of the eight
other impressions that were to come out in the seventeenth century.



But some anonymous owner of a copy of the Ninth Impression
perhaps thought that justice should be done. He wrote in manu
script, or caused to be written, on the verso of page S3 “A Purueiour
of Tobacco.” copy of his handiwork, largely in the secretary hand,
is here reproduced, perhaps for no more than antiquarian interest.4

It is likely that this unknown scribe may have been doing justice
to John Webster,
well
making his own book complete. Since
he also chose to reproduce on the recto of that same leaf the little
poem quoted above, it seems not improbable that he knew it be
longed to the writer of the “Purueiour.”
The assignment to Webster of the thirty-two characters is based
largely on close verbal parallels between them and Webster’s
undisputed work. There appears to be no such close kinship be
tween “Some giue their wines” and any of Webster’s lines, but one
or two things suggest themselves. These wives are “good, faire
3 See articles by H. Dugdale Sykes and Baron A. F. Bourgeois in Notes
& Queries, 11th Ser., Vol. VIII, September 20, 27, October 4, 11, 1913; Vol.
X, July 4, 1914; Vol. XI, April 24, May 1, 8, 15, 1915. The editor of Web
ster’s Complete Works, F. L. Lucas, concurs fully in that attribution.
4 The Trustees of the Henry E. Huntington Library have granted per
mission to reproduce the ms. Purueiour.” A photographic reproduction appears
on page 15. With the permission of The Folger Shakespeare Library the
text of the character as it appeared in the Sixth Impression is here quoted
for comparison with the ms. version.
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sweete.” In The Duchess of Malfi in a passage that is almost a
character (I,ii, 113-137), Webster works altogether in terms of these
three qualities, using the word sweet three times. In the character
“A Fair and Happy Milkmaid” the charming young woman is
praised almost entirely in terms of these three qualities—good,
sweet, fair. She is also praised because she is frugal—not “deare”—
in her ornament and dress. Even Vittoria Corombona of The White
Devil is “sweet” in three speeches on the occasion after her trial
when Brachiano is trying to regain her favor. Finally, in what Lucas
takes to be the Websterian parts of Anything for a Quiet Life, Lady
Cressingham is characterized almost altogether by the quality of
extravagance, to the extent that she destroys her husband’s estate.
Even if the poem is Webster’s, it certainly does little to enhance
his reputation as a poet. But, in any case, the earnest efforts of the
scribe who recorded it, and supplied for his book the missing “Purueiour,” deserve a footnote in the world of letters.
A Purueiour of Tobacco
Call him a Broker of Tobacco, he scornes the title,
hee had rather be tearmed a cogging Merchant.
Sir John Falstaffe robb’d with a bottle of Sacke;
so doth hee take mens purses, with a wicked
roule of Tobacco, at his girdle. Hee takes no long
time to vndoe any man hee hath to deale with, he
doth it in halfe a yeare, aswell as twenty; and
then brags he has nipt them by the members. Hee
causes his wife to sit in his Warehouse, to no
other purpose, then (as a Countrey Poticary
hangs vp an Aligarta in his shop) that while his
Customers are gaping at her, hee may cosen them
of their waight. Hee does not loue God, because
God loues plaine dealing; and tis a question,
whether he loues the King, because the King
loues no Tobacco. Many trades hath he filcht
through; but this making of Fire-workes, brings
most commodity: For hee sels his Tobacco with
this condition, that they that buy it, shall bee
vndone by it. Such fellowes that haue tane so
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many by the nose, should hang vp for their signe
Diues smoaking in hell, and the word vnder it:
Euery man for himselfe, and the Diuell for them
all.
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FATHERS AND SONS IN
ABSALOM, ABSALOM!

by Sarah Latimer Marshall

The Old Testament story of David’s design—to found a house
from whose lineage would come a Messiah—contributed the nexus
for Absalom, Absalom!, William Faulkner’s story of Thomas Sutpen’s design. The despair of the anguished, loving father, evident
from David’s archetypal lament over his son’s death: “O my son
Absalom, my son, my son Absalom! would God I had died for thee,
O Absalom, my son, my son!” 1 emphasizes the disparity between
the two fathers. Of his sons, David loved Absalom best, Absalom
who rebelled against his father. Thomas Sutpen’s relationship to his
sons lacks love; indeed, the relationship appears inhuman.
Perceptive critics recognize the irony implicit in Faulkner’s use
of the Biblical symbol. According to Walton Litz, Sutpen viewed
his son’s death as merely a stumbling block in his relentless pursuit
of his design. Consequently, Litz considers the Biblical symbol “an
ironic inversion of David’s compassionate lament over his son’s
death.”2 Joseph Wigley, too, marks the bitter irony of the symbol.
In fact, Wigley considers that the incompleteness of the parallel
intensifies Sutpen’s terrible single-mindedness of purpose.3 David’s
design included sons who would implement it, but his design did
not obscure the human, mortal relationship. David sired Absalom,
loved him, and lamented his death. Thomas Sutpen, too, had a
design which required an heir; his design, however, metaphorically
fathered his sons. Sutpen intended to found a dynasty, not to insure
his immortality, but to insure what he believed was his mortality.
1II Sam. 18:33.
2 Walton Litz, “William Faulkner’s Moral Vision,” Southwest Review,
XXXVII (Summer, 1952), 203.
3 Joseph Alexander Wigley, “An Analysis of the Imagery of William
Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom!” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern
University, 1956), pp. 18-19.
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The lack of a normal father-son relationship, indeed the lack of a
human relationship, between Sutpen and his first bom son, Charles
Bon, eventually destroyed the Sutpen dynasty. Faulkner unmis
takably put Sutpen’s design in the saddle.

mountain-reared boy of thirteen or fourteen, sent on an errand
by his father, appeared at the front door of a plantation house.
Told by a Negro butler in livery “to go around to the back door
even before he could state his errand, who had sprung from a
people whose houses didn’t have back doors,”4 the boy “had actually
come on business, in the good faith of business which he had be
lieved that all men accepted”; the young Thomas Sutpen “did
expect to be listened to because he had come, been sent, on some
business.” Dazed, pained, his incoherent reactions whirling chaoti
cally in the vortex of his disoriented life, he fled to a cave to
examine his wound. Confronted with the inhuman response to him
an individual, indeed, the lack of recognition
him
an in
dividual, the boy wondered what he could do to right his world.
Trying desperately to think, with nothing in his experience
aid him, he kept repeating, “ ‘He never even give me a chance to
say it’” (p. 237). Torturously, he beat his way to a decision. He
decided that he would need what they had: “land and niggers and
a fine house” (p. 238) to insure his future recognition as a human
being and to regain and keep his self respect.

When he adopted his grand design—to get what they had—the
boy rejected his mountain heritage and accepted a materialistic
one wherein a man was measured by his possessions. Property
meant little on the frontier. Its dwellers were concerned with the
necessities of existence; no one wanted more than he could use.
To the boy the difference between men was “measured by lifting
anvils or gouging eyes or how much whiskey you could drink
then get up and walk out of the room” (p. 226). As a consequence
of Sutpen’s rejection of his heritage and his acceptance of another
measurable by a social-economic criterion, John Lewis Longley
perceptively attributes to Sutpen and his design the debacle of the
William Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! (Modern Library Edition; New
York: Random House, Inc., 1951), p. 233.
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lives of Henry, Judith, and Charles Bon.5 Finally the man, blinded
by his design, comes full circle and repeats the inhuman rejection
of an individual, first toward his first-born son and again toward
the mother of his last child. Furthermore, he ruthlessly uses his
second son, Henry, and, in so using him, destroys him.
What kind of man could be so blinded by his design as was
Thomas Sutpen? Attitudes of critics concerning Sutpen reflect
various attitudes of characters and further underline the difficulty
of arriving at truth. Walter Sullivan comments that Faulkner
achieves tragic proportions for Sutpen through the attitudes of the
characters who place Sutpen far above his fellow man.6 Some
critics, in trying to place Sutpen in the proper perspective, accord
to him the status of a Byronic, Satanic, romantic hero. The char
acter of Rosa Coldfield more than that of any other character
invests Sutpen with a mysterious, demoniacal aura out of which
such a concept of him arises. She prompts Quentin to imagine
Sutpen violently wresting a plantation and gardens out of nothing,
“creating the Sutpen’s Hundred, the Be Sutpen's Hundred like the
oldentime Be Light” (p. 9). A man possessed of colossal nerve
living in a court-house sized bare house and calling it Sutpen’s
Hundred as if it were a manor house, a man whose face revealed
that he could and would do anything, a demon who erupted out
of thunder and dust, a brave, proud, ruthless man—this impression
of Thomas Sutpen hardens from the metal poured out in Miss
Rosa’s words.

Longley, doubtless remembering the portrait of Satan in the first
two books of Paradise Lost, recognizes Sutpen’s evil
Miltonic
in proportion.7 He admits that Sutpen’s blindness renders him in
capable of either foreseeing or recognizing evil. Vincent Hopper,
who also belongs to the Satan-hero school, accords heroic stature
to Sutpen alone of the characters in Absalom, Absalom! as Sutpen
defies the omnipotent, the “blind undirected forces of nature.”8
John Lewis Longley, “The Problem of Evil in Three Novels of
Faulkner” (unpublished Master’s thesis, University of Tennessee, 1949), p. 11.
6Walter Sullivan, “The Tragic Design of Absalom, Absalom!” South
Atlantic Quarterly, L (October, 1951), 555.
7 Longley, “Problem,” p. 7.
8 Vincent Hopper, “Faulkner’s Paradise Lost,” Virginia Quarterly Review,
III (1947), 412.
as
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Cleanth Brooks, while writing of Sutpen’s fall, considers Sutpen a
heroic and tragic figure who achieves a kind of grandeur. But
Brooks, along with certain other critics, clarifies this tragic stature.
The noblest characters in Aristotelian terms experience self
recognition and through suffering learn the deepest truths about
themselves. Since Sutpen remained blind about himself, he cannot
epitomize the tragic hero.9 Because of his blindness, Sutpen, juxta
posed against a Lear or an Oedipus, appears unheroic.

Faulkner uses Wash Jones to reinforce this facet of Sutpen:
this opposition of contrasting forces. Wash Jones “would look at
Sutpen and think
fine proud man. If God himself was to come
down and ride the natural earth, that’s what He would aim to look
like” (p. 282). And yet this same Wash Jones could think: “Better
if his kind and mine too had never drawn the breath of life on
this earth” (p. 290). To Wash, Sutpen was bigger than all the
Yankees and all the South, a man of superhuman dimension, a
veritable fusion of God and devil. Furthermore, while Shreve and
Quentin talked in the cold Massachusetts night, they too arrived at
a Sutpen bigger than life. Michael Millgate suggests that Quentin
finally realizes that Sutpen becomes “ultimately a defeated and
tragic figure only because of his rigid adherence to principles
racial and social inhumanity.”10 Above all more accurately portrays
the reason for Sutpen’s unheroic end than does only. In truth, the
design was placed above all.

Unhesitatingly, Faulkner admits that nobody knew the truth
about Sutpen, that he was too big for Quentin or Miss Rosa or
anybody to perceive fully. Pitying Sutpen as Faulkner would pity
anyone “who does not believe that he belongs as a member of a
human family,”11 Faulkner considers that Sutpen “was not a
depraved—he was amoral, he was ruthless, completely self-centered.”
Such a situation, that of being amoral, would seem to remove one
from the realm of good and evil. Some critics consequently remove
9 Cleanth Brooks, “Faulkner’s Vision of Good and Evil,” Massachusetts
Review, III (1962), 712.
10 Michael Millgate, The Achievement of William Faulkner (New York:
Random House, 1966), p. 157.
11 Frederick L. Gwynn and
L. Blotner, eds., Faulkner in the Uni
versity (Charlottesville, Virginia: The University of
Press, 1959), p.
80; see also pp. 273-274.
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Sutpen from the realm of morals. But those critics—like Longley
who unequivocally writes that “Sutpen’s failure springs from a de
fect of human feeling, the simple inability to feel and understand
the feelings of others”12 and Use Lind who, accurately recognizing
that Sutpen never outgrows his innocence, describes the failure as
“a ‘minimal’ response to human spirit and its needs”13—remove
Sutpen, not from the realm of morals, but from the realm of
humanity. They perceive the broader implication: Sutpen does
not belong to a human family. Passion, sick dedication to his lost
cause, incapacity to love, refusal to recognize simple human value—
these critical phrases indicate Sutpen’s subjugation to his own
design and emphasize his inability to
James Justus contends that Sutpen demonstrates the total absence
of love by his equating of people, like things, with objects and that
Sutpen furthers his design “by an accumulation of objects—a
respectable wife, slaves, an architect, children, even the respected
tradition of the land and its people.”14 Sutpen’s innocence, “that
innocence which believed that the ingredients of morality were
like the ingredients of pie or cake and once you had measured
them and balanced them and mixed them and put them into the
oven it was all finished and nothing but pie or cake could come out”
(p. 263), appalled Quentin’s grandfather. He recognized that
Sutpen believed that he should be able to manipulate morality just
as he should be able to manipulate humanity. Only a deadly kind
of innocence could blind a man to his own blatant inhumanity to
man. This lethal innocence-blindness leads Sutpen to violate the
sanctity of human hearts and to commit Hawthorne’s unforgivable
sin.

Innocence, blindness, or whatever name one gives
a foun
dation for Thomas Sutpen’s design does not mask the difference
between Sutpen and David. David has human concern for his son.
Joseph Wigley heightens the antithetical contrast to David:
12 John Lewis Longley, The Tragic Mask (Chapel Hill, North Carolina:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1963), p. 210.
13 Use Dusoir Lind, The Design and Meaning of Absalom, Absalom!,"
PM LA, LXX (December, 1955), 903.
14 James H. Justus, “The Epic Design of Absalom, Absalom!” Texas
Studies in Language and
IV (1962), 171.
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The rocklike Sutpen, warring upon the world,
refusing to see his first
sacrificing both his
sons to the sanctity of his “door,” and denying the
mother of his child the respect he shows to a
brood mare, may be the prototype of “modern
man”; he is not humanity.15
In scene after scene Faulkner, while emphasizing Sutpen’s blind
ness toward himself and his children, Sutpen’s lack of compassion
and love for his children, and Sutpen’s calculated manipulation of
people, carefully constructs an inhuman man.

On the night of the hunt for the runaway French architect,
Sutpen first mentions the wife whom he had left when he dis
covered that she could have no part in his plan. Thirty years later
he speaks again of his design to Quentin’s grandfather. Facing the
time when he will not be able to father a child, trying to under
stand his situation, not questioning the morality of the design,
Sutpen objectively tries to decide wherein lay his mistake. He
does not seek counsel from Mr. Compson; he merely questions
aloud the course his design must now adopt. His design had re
quired “money, a house, a plantation, slaves, a family—incidentally
of course, a wife” (p. 263). These he had set out to acquire in
good faith first on a sugar plantation in Haiti. When he learned
there, after the birth of his
a fact which would prevent chil
dren of this wife from being incorporated into his design, he simply
informed her of his position, resigned all right to her heritage, and
left Haiti, believing that his account with his wife was settled. Years
later when his first-born son, Charles Bon, appeared at Sutpen’s
Hundred as the house guest and college friend of the second-born
son, Mr. Compson imagines that Sutpen “must have felt and heard
the design—house, position, posterity and all—come down like it
had been built out of smoke” (p. 267). This confrontation with
his own first son Sutpen coldly refers to
a mistake. He fails
completely to notice the repetition of the boy symbol: the child
seeking recognition at the door. He experiences no sense of moral
retribution; he merely wonders where he has erred. Such innocence,
15 Wigley, “Analysis of Imagery,” p. 162.
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blindness, or whatever seems utterly incomprehensible in a human
father.
Miss Rosa’s words that tell Quentin of Colonel Sutpen’s return
from the war graphically portray a still strong and determined,
but aging, man. She relates that the man dismounted in front of
his daughter and said:

“Well, daughter” and stooped and touched his
beard to Judith’s forehead, who had not, did not,
move, who stood rigid and still and immobile
face, and within which they spoke four sentences,
four sentences of simple direct words behind
beneath above which I felt that same rapport of
communal blood which I had sensed that day
while Clytie held me from the stairs: “Henry’s
not—?” “No. He’s not here.”—“Ah. And—?” “Yes.
Henry killed him.” (p. 159)
The cryptic exchange reveals that Henry has killed Charles Bon.
Judith thinks that her brother has killed her lover; Thomas Sutpen
knows that Henry has killed his own brother, Judith’s lover, Sutpen’s
son. Miss Rosa continues that the young girl bursts into tears and
vanishes and that the father turns immediately to the next matter
at hand. This lack of any kind of reaction—if not grief over Bon’s
death, at least regret that Henry has been forced to murder—
seems as incomprehensible in a human father as does Sutpen’s
quandary about his mistake.

Henry did not kill Bon to prevent an incestuous marriage be
tween his half-brother and his sister. More lay behind the murder
than the blood relationship. Shreve and Quentin romantically re
construct the war years with Henry and Bon. They imagine Henry,
secretly hoping that the war will settle his problem, pleading for
Bon’s decision about his octoroon wife and child and his marriage
to Judith. They fancy that Henry is actually relieved when Bon
confesses his decision to marry Judith. Tying Henry’s acceptance
of Bon’s decision to war weariness and the losing condition of the
South, the boys somewhat absolve Henry in his final capitulation.
Further imagining that Bon will reject Judith even at the eleventh
hour if his father will only recognize him, the boys reconstruct
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Bon’s poignant words: “‘He will not even have to ask me; I will
just touch flesh with him and I will say it myself: You will not need
to worry; she shall never see me again’ ” (p. 348). No, Henry did
not kill Bon to keep brother from marrying sister. Somehow Sutpen
learned of Bon’s determination and of Henry’s acquiescence. He
now had to play his last card. Quentin’s grandfather remembered
that Sutpen arrived at the camp, spoke briefly to Henry, and rode
away almost immediately. Shreve and Quentin dramatically reenact
the scene in which Sutpen informed Henry of Bon’s Negro blood.
Henry, triggered by his father’s revelation, begs Bon to spare
Judith an ignominious mixed marriage. Bon retorts that Sutpen
“ ‘didn’t need to tell you I am a nigger to stop me. He could have
stopped me without that, Henry’” (p. 356). But Sutpen did not
stop Bon; instead, he forced Henry to do the job. Sutpen knew
what Henry, once possessed of complete knowledge of Bon, would
do. The father, knowing his
thus caused one son to kill the
other. The boys rode together to the very gate of Sutpen’s Hun
dred, where Henry shot and killed his brother. Is such devious
manipulation of character, such sacrificing of two sons to an im
personal design possible to a human father?

Sutpen has now destroyed both sons. But his intrepid will forces
him to consider beginning again. Hence he proposes marriage to
Rosa if she first bears him a son. Affronted, the virginal old maid
refuses. Sutpen, feeling time’s winged chariot hovering ever closer,
courts Wash Jones’ granddaughter, who in time bears him a child.
When Sutpen hears that Milly has borne him a daughter instead of
a son, he denies “the mother of his child the respect he shows to
a brood mare” and commits his ultimate act of inhumanity. His
inhuman words: “ ‘Well, Milly; too bad you’re not a mare too. Then
I could give you a decent stall in the stable’” (p. 286), arouse in
Wash Jones the realization, fatal to Sutpen, that Wash, Milly, and
the baby have no human worth to Sutpen. Wash
Sutpen with
the weapon nearest his hand, a scythe. The boy child, wounded
and permanently scarred by the wound, has hurt his last victim;
the boy child, rejected as an individual, has rejected his last in
dividual, has committed his last inhuman act. He has destroyed his
sons and now himself.
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Although no normal father-son relationship exists between
Thomas Sutpen and his two sons, the father exercises a pervasive
influence over the boys. Ironically, the first-born son, who is totally
rejected as an agent for the design, manifests the determination of
purpose necessary to implement a grand design. Charles Bon
dedicates himself to his design just as totally
Thomas Sutpen
did to his; Bon exhibits the same Sutpen tenacity as he continually
seeks his father’s recognition. But revenge does not motivate Bon’s
design. The human craving for the acknowledgment of the blood
relationship drives him. He never intends to use the recognition as
a weapon.
Bon arrives at Sutpen’s Hundred much as Sutpen arrived at
Jefferson: a grown man sprung from nowhere. A splendid, some
what elegant, sophisticated creature, Bon inspires love as his father
never did. Judith sees Bon only twice before he goes to the war.
For four years Bon keeps his bargain with Henry and does not
write to Judith. And yet when Henry finally overcomes his objec
tion to Bon’s morganatic marriage and its product, accepts the
idea of the incestuous marriage, and allows Bon to write Judith
about their marriage, she needs no other prompting. Henry, at first
unaware of the blood relationship, adores, indeed idolizes, Bon.
He adopts Bon’s way of dressing and his method of riding (even
though Henry’s is superior); Henry even changes his course to
law at mid-term. Hoping the information will cause Henry to
reject Bon (at least as a suitor for Judith), the father tells the
younger son of Bon’s octoroon wife and child. Instead of rejecting
Bon, the boy, although aware in his heart of the probability
Bon’s marriage, rejects his father as a liar. Henry then goes with
Bon to New Orleans to see for himself the woman and child and
knows when he sees them that Bon will not renounce them. After
four years of waiting for Bon to sever this connection, Henry wear
ily gives in to the brother whom he loves above everything. When
Sutpen finds out about Henry’s capitulation to Bon and faces the
certain destruction of the design, the father plays his last trump.
He could have kept silent and let Bon marry Judith. But to Sutpen
this consequence would have made a mockery of his design and
would have betrayed the little boy who had been turned away
from the front door. Instead, he chooses to destroy his design with
Published by eGrove, 1967
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his own hand. He tells Henry of Bon’s Negro blood. Bon’s re
constructed words: “ ‘So it’s the miscegenation, not the incest, which
you cant bear” (p. 356), mark his death. Bon continues talking,
and Henry realizes that Bon will persist in his plan to marry Judith.
Bon, just as determined as his father, plays his last trump to force
his father to recognize him. When Mr. Compson tells Quentin that
Henry “loved grieved and killed, still grieving and, I believe, still
loving Bon” (p. 97), he delineates the ambivalence
Henry’s
character.
Since Thomas Sutpen cannot manipulate Bon, he feels himself
forced to cause Bon’s removal. This he can do by using Henry,
who is less of a Sutpen than is Bon. In Henry’s dogged devotion
to Bon in the face of bigamy and incest, he surely exemplifies the
Sutpen tenacity. But when he allows himself to be his father’s
instrument, Henry’s stature shifts. Judith, always more of a Sutpen
than Henry, will doubtless marry Bon in the full knowledge of his
Negro blood. Since Henry knows Judith’s character, he feels that
he must kill Bon to prevent the marriage. This difference between
Judith and Henry manifested itself early in their
As a little
girl Judith could lie in the loft and avidly watch her father pit
his Negroes against each other and finally enter the arena himself,
naked to the waist, as much a beast as the others: fighting, gouging,
maintaining his physical superiority. But the same sight would
sicken Henry, who would run crying and vomiting from the scene.
Judith, not Henry, urged the Negro driver to race the carriage to
church just as their father had. Mr. Compson reminded Quentin
that Judith exhibited “the ruthless Sutpen code of taking what it
wanted provided it were strong enough” (p. 120). If Judith wants
Bon, she will take him; she will not hold a moral debate with
herself between what is right and what she wants. Mr. Compson,
while ascribing “the Coldfield cluttering of morality and rules of
right and wrong” (p. 120) to Henry, emphasizes the difference
between the children. He describes the provincial Henry “given to
instinctive and violent action rather than to thinking” (p. 96). The
careful construction of Henry as one who felt and acted immedi
ately opposes the equally careful construction of the cosmopolitan
older brother whose every action was predicated on thought. Thus
Henry’s killing of the person he loves above all becomes credible.
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Thomas Sutpen’s actions alone remain incredible—incredible, that
is, if they belong to a human, credible only if they proceed from
inhumanity. The man engages himself in mortal conflict with the
world: to build a dynasty to insure his recognition as a human
being. For implements he needs sons. He feels compelled to reject
the first son and plans to build with the second. But when the first
reappears, endangering the design, the now aging man razes the
temple himself. Amid the ruins lies one son dead, the other a
murderer. Undaunted, though older, Sutpen tries to rebuild from
the ruins. Ironically, he fails to excavate for a new foundation. The
bitter irony increases
the man gropes blindly amid the same
rotten timber. Rosa Coldfield rejects his crass proposal to get
another boy child, but his education of Wash Jones’ granddaughter
Milly succeeds. When Milly bears him a daughter instead of
another implement, he insults her viciously. Wash Jones now plays
the role of the boy turned away from the door; he protests Sutpen’s
inhumanity to Milly, the baby, and him. But the superb irony is
wasted on Sutpen who fails to notice the repetition of the pattern:
his refusal to recognize individual human worth.
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FULLER AND "THE AMERICANIZATION
OF EUROPE'S YOUTH"

by John Pilkington

On January 25, 1925, The New York Times Magazine published
Henry Blake Fuller’s article entitled “The Americanization of
Europe’s Youth, Yankee Visitor After Thirty Years
Great
Change.” To most readers, the article probably appeared to be
merely an account of the changes which Fuller noted had occurred
in Europe between a journey he had made in 1894 and a trip he
had made during the summer of 1924. Fuller, in fact, seemed con
cerned mainly with such ordinary matters
differences in hotels,
taxes, and tourist attractions. To a few of Fuller’s closest friends,
notably Hamlin Garland and Lorado Taft, however, his observa
tions, coming at the end of a career that had reached its peak almost
three decades earlier, must have held special significance. They
would have known what Fuller was trying to express in terms of
his own personal attitude towards Europe. Because of its impor
tance in Fuller’s biography and because the magazine did not print
the full text, the article merits reprinting and interpretation in the
light of Fuller’s career.1

Fuller’s own treatment of the article, which is now in the New
berry Library, implies its personal importance to him. After it ap
peared in The New York Times Magazine, Fuller took the heading
apart and altered the title to read: “Europe After Thirty Years.”2
He then cut the printed article into paragraphs and pasted them
into a small folder which he made from several pieces of notepaper.
Between the paragraphs of the printed material, Fuller copied in
his own handwriting what evidently were either portions of original
1 For permission to reprint the manuscript
of Fuller’s article, I
am indebted to the Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois, Mrs. Amy Nyholm,
Manuscript Librarian.
2 To make his revised heading, Fuller found in another paper the word
Europe in upper case letters but a different type style.
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manuscript deleted by The New York Times Magazine editor or
additions made by Fuller after the article was printed. In either
event, the fact that he took the trouble to produce a complete
version that contained all that he wished to say on the subject indi
cates that he attached considerable importance to the work, an
importance that may be seen from a review of Fuller’s lifelong
concern with the contrast between America and Europe.

Fuller had begun his career with two brilliant partly-fictional,
partly-travel books about Europe: The Chevalier of Pensieri-Vani
(1890) and The Chatelaine of La Trinite (1892). The former re
counted an American’s discovery of beauty along the post-roads of
Tuscany, while the latter asked the disturbing question, will Ameri
cans destroy the beauty and values of European life by Ameri
canizing Europe? Looking at Fuller’s achievement, Charles Eliot
Norton and James Russell Lowell had been amazed that a Chi
cagoan, even one distantly related to Margaret Fuller, could write
such prose
Fuller’s. Overnight, he became a celebrity. Within
the surprisingly short time of two years, however he had written
two equally astonishing naturalistic novels about Chicago itself—
The Cliff-Dwellers (1893) and With the Procession (1895)—and
many thought that Fuller had abandoned the earlier, romantic
manner that had charmed eastern critics.

Actually, of course, Fuller had not changed his position. Scarcely
had he finished writing With the Procession in the spring of 1894
than he hurried back to Europe for his fourth trip. He had never
been able to decide between Europe and America, either as sub
jects for fiction or places in which to live. Intellectually, he believed
William Dean Howells was correct in his insistence upon American
writers living in America and writing about American subjects;
emotionally, Fuller felt the pull of the Italian countryside and the
European culture which Henry James had found satisfying. At
times, especially during the building of the World’s Columbian
Exposition in 1892 when Fuller believed that the classical style
architecture would spread throughout American cities, he had
hoped for an “upward movement”3 in America; but by 1894 Fuller’s
3 See Henry Blake Fuller, “The Upward Movement in Chicago,” Atlantic
Monthly, LXXX (October, 1897), 534-547.
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optimism had given place to pessimism and a compelling desire to
escape from the raw ugliness of Chicago. For six months, he found
Italy a refuge. On this trip he stopped in London but did not linger
because the “Americanization” process about which he would write
in 1925 had already visibly begun.

Fuller’s article on “The Americanization
Europe’s Youth” gives
the impression that he had not visited Europe since 1894. Although
he had not been to London, he had actually gone abroad again
in 1896. This time, Fuller sailed directly to Algiers and spent five
weeks in Africa, stopping at Biskra, Timgad, Constantine, Tunis,
and Carthage. From Africa, Fuller crossed to Sicily where he spent
the last two weeks of January, 1897, all of February, and most of
March. From Palermo, he traveled to Girgenti, Syracuse, Taomina,
and Messina. In April, he journeyed northward to Rome, meeting
several Chicago friends, including Bessie Potter, the sculptress, then
working in the studio of Howells’ brother-in-law. Although he
tried to give the impression that he was doing nothing but sight
seeing, Fuller was actually searching for fresh European material.
Coming, as it did, immediately after the publication of Fuller’s two
Chicago novels, The Cliff-Dwellers and With the Procession, this
trip abroad supplies convincing evidence of his continued involve
ment with Europe.
The literary result of Fuller’s 1896-97 European journey was a
volume of four long stories, From the Other Side: Stories of Trans
atlantic Travel (1898). In them, Fuller again voiced his criticism
of the American social pretense, pecuniary standards, and artistic
obtuseness which he had noted in his earlier work. At the same
time, however, in both this volume and in his private letters, Fuller
was beginning to reveal a certain disenchantment with Europe; and
in the years between 1900 and 1924, his closest friends, Lorado Taft
and Hamlin Garland, found increasing evidence of Fuller’s waver
ing allegiance to Europe in his less popular works like The Last
Refuge (1900) and On the Stairs (1918).

By 1920, Fuller had little ambition or energy for writing any
more novels; but his vast fund of information about art, his travels,
and his writing skill made him an excellent and sought after re
viewer for such magazines
The New Republic, The Nation, The
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Bookman, Commonweal, Poetry, Saturday Review of Literature,
The New York Times, and The New York Herald Tribune. With
the money he made from reviewing, Fuller, now sixty-seven and
not in very good health, decided in the spring of 1924 to make one
more journey to Europe. He thought he would make one last effort
to recapture the charm that his European experiences had once
held for him. It was this trip that was to occasion the article on
“The Americanization of Europe’s Youth.”

With mixed feelings, Fuller planned his final European venture.
He was going with a young man, William Emery Shepherd, a
senior at the University of Illinois, aged twenty-two—the exact age
of Fuller when he made his first European tour in 1879. By showing
Europe to a young man, Fuller thought he himself might recapture
some of the feelings he had once held; but during the weeks in
which he carefully worked out the itinerary, he often wished he
were not going. On meeting Fuller in London, Garland thought his
friend looked tired and ready to quit, but Fuller kept doggedly on,
showing Shepherd first London, then Paris, Switzerland, Italy—the
places that had meant much to Fuller as a young man escaping
from Chicago. But he was glad when the journey was over, glad
to get back to Chicago, tried of travel, and thoroughly disenchanted
with what he had seen. Out of an effort to evaluate his experiences
and the relate this journey to those he had made thirty-odd years
earlier as a young man, Fuller wrote the article for The New York
Times Magazine.

According to Fuller, most of the “Americanization” of Europe
has been for the worse. He can see no improvement arising from
the Americanization of Europe’s hotels, taxes, Alpine scenery, cities,
and postage systems, but he admits that these considerations “pale
before the one great consideration—the altered position of Ameri
cans in Europe.” Although he could have illustrated his point from
The Chatelaine of La Trinite, he limits his comments to his travel
experiences. “Thirty years ago,” writes Fuller, “Americans in Europe
were secondary, incidental; they filled up the chinks on the Con
tinent, and were not greatly regarded in England.” Today, in 1925,
he argues, Americans are running Europe. Only the Swiss inn
keepers are a match for the Americans.
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The most important point, however, that Fuller wished to make
in his article was never published in The New York Times Maga
zine. In a paragraph which Fuller added in his own handwriting he
remarked that thirty years ago Americans like himself went to
Europe in search of culture. In 1925, they go mainly for pleasure.
Fuller does not say whether Europe any longer has a culture for
Americans to seek; but he does offer some advice to Europeans
including a remark to the Italians that helps to define Fuller’s final
position: “And if the Italians will realize that civilizations come
and go, that civility strides from continent to continent over sea
and ocean, and that the accumulations of the past are not the only
things needed in the functionings of culture and ‘Kultur,’ why, there
will be yet another gain.” Such a remark would have been
thoroughly inconsistent with the Fuller whose ability to render in
prose the charm and beauty
the Italian countryside had been
extravagantly admired by Norton and Lowell in the early years of
the 1890’s.

Fuller’s article, “The Americanization of Europe’s Youth,” is re
printed below. The portions in italics are those which Fuller added
in his handwriting to the published text.
EUROPE AFTER THIRTY YEARS
by Henry B. Fuller
My last view of London had been 4 in 1894, when I stopped at
Boosey’s, in Regent Street, to buy a set of tickets for Baireuth,
where Lillian Nordica (now dead) was to sing Elsa and Rosa
Sucher (lately reported in dire financial straits) was to sing Kundry.
In that day Regent Street was still Regent Street. The ninety-nineyear leases had not begun to fall in, and that great thoroughfare
was not yet advancing (to adapt Herbert Spencer) from the homo
geneity of Nash’s stucco to the heterogeneity of modem construc
tion—chiefly steel cages a 1’Americaine, encased in all the period
styles there are. This summer I found Regent Street a sad mess;
4 In the printed version of Fuller’s article, the editor had evidently changed
Fuller’s original had been to was. Fuller’s correction is typical of the emphasis
which he always placed upon such matters as tense, accents, and precision of
ge.
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quite fallen from its high estate. But in the long interval how many
other things had fallen! Among them, Venice’s Campanile, which
has risen again; the French franc, which has not; the Hohenzollern
empire, which never will, and minor things in numbers.

New Ideas From Overseas
What things, meanwhile, have come in? The motor car, with its
humbler relatives, the motor coach and the motorcycle; the kodak;
the telephone and the electric light; the passport; the demon of
“Cambio,” and the flaunting, unabashed “hotel de luxe.” These
novelties have quite altered travel and have made the remastery of
its general technique a necessity for the simple tourist of
an earlier day. Illustrative of the whole situation is the present state
of the little hôtel5 garni at which I put up on my first visit to
Paris, in 1879. For the sake of old association I stepped around from
the Place Vendome to the Rue Saint Augustin, where, at the date
mentioned, the “Hotel de I’lsle de France” led its modest career.
I found it still there, and in the same business; but what a
change! It now sported five or six tiers of monogramed awnings,
and its doorway was flanked with marble signs which boasted of
electricity, telephone, central heating, hot and cold water and
“bains”—American notions all—none of which fine things, I assure
you, was known there in 1879, nor common anywhere in the French
capital.
Well, now, if a modest little house of the third rank can take such
a stride, what has been accomplished by those of a higher estate?
I must pause on the “hotel de luxe”—in fact, on the growth of
luxury everywhere, despite the devastation wrought by the past
decade of war—and of peace. The best that can be said of the
“Carltons,” and “Palaces,” “Reginas,” “Edens” and “Excelsiors” is
that their very nomenclature serves
a warning to the cautious.
Thirty years ago the finest hotels were quite content to annuonce
themselves as of “le premier ordre”; nowadays “lusso,” as the Italians
call it, is flamboyant, flagrant, unabashed and unrebuked. Perhaps
the worst offenders are the big establishments on the Venetian
Lido, which cater to the wealthy, idle and luxurious from all over the
5 This word had been omitted in the printed version of the article.
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world. Luxury, in fact, is the cardinal point in their advertising;
nowhere more loudly than by the waves of the Adriatic do you
hear the modern version of the old song, “Ef you ain’t got no money
you needn’t come round.”

Then there is the “lusso tax,” often applied, under the law, to
hotels where mere comfort is hardly known, and the “sojourn tax,”
and the “kursaal tax,” and often a municipal tax, and always a tax
for service. Well, quoted terms are but a mere basis for future
computations, and the bill, covered with Government stamps of
all denominations, soars far beyond any figure named or expected.
The victims are largely Americans, who jump after one another,
sheeplike, along all the great routes. The Old World needs the
money, and the New World supplies it.
I would mention next, among European modernities, the appli
cation of mechanical invention (already hinted at above) to the
face of nature. Here Switzerland is, of course, by far the worst
offender. The Swiss live on their scenery and on the gawkers at
it, and the means they have taken to display their landscape often
comes to being the ruination
it. The superfluous little funiculars
that gash and disfigure so many hillsides! The waterfalls illum
inated by calcium lights and flooded with cacophonous colors! The
wires that streak, from chalet to chalet, across the remotest valleys
and bisect, or trisect, every view of the snowpeaks roundabout! The
gorges and “schluchts” that are handrailed, sidewalked and elec
trically lighted for the convenience of processions of tourists! Yes,
there is “a change”—as Byron says. “And what a change!”—as he
prophetically continues.

Of course there is a good side too. The motor-cars of the Swiss
postal service run everywhere, over many spectacular miles, and
give cheap, easy and convenient access to many notable scenes other
wise beyond the reach of persons of moderate means. Also, one may
see (en masse) London and Paris in happy independence of cab
drivers and trains, and of one’s own inadequate interpretations—
for the megaphone is ever at your ear.
To dwell on the motor car for a moment longer, its worst mani
festations occur in Paris, where its bankings and squawkings are
incessant; though Milan (now approaching a population of
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700,000), is a mighty good second. My idea of Hell would be a
perpetual residence at the corner of the Rue de la Paix and the
Rue des Capucines (though some other corners are indeed worse)
—with just a few more motor-horns at work. All day and all night of
course: that’s what it comes
I blame the Latin temperament
rather than the complex of streets. Both London and New York
are relatively quiet; and if the Paris streets are more labyrinthine
than the London ones, I should like to be told. No, the Latin soul
must express itself; and having a new instrument at its disposal it
vents its tension and excitability in honks, hoots, squawks: six or
seven where a single one would do, and a dozen to accompany the
exciting luxury of turning a sudden corner. Milan is the same. It all
helps explain the prevalence of art in both countries: you get
the foundations of music and drama. How act, unless you are arti
culate? Be not like dumb, driven cattle; release yourself, purge
yourself by expressive sounds as you go along. The hubbub ex
plains, retrospectively, the arias of La Scala and the tirades of the
Comedie Francaise.

Before leaving the subject of transportation, I must pause on the
extension of the underground systems in London and Paris, both
having growth immensely in recent years. The Paris system is an
organized work of art, like French drama, French painting or
French anything else. It has all the logical clarity of the Galic
mind. When you first take hold of it, as a newcomer, you find a
general intellectual conception presented to you by the proper
handle, and you can tackle it on an intellectual basis and think
the better of your own mind in so doing.

Whereas, London! In comparison, its underground system is a
dark, amorphous jungle—like English spelling: the same peculi
arities of cerebration in both. Everything is all right, it may be, for
one to the manner born, but is confusion worse confounded to the
intelligent foreigner who would take things on the basis
mind
cultivated by the practice of clean-cut mental processes. Yet people,
visitors as well
natives, do manage to get about London. In the
course of some weeks I learned to reach South Neusington from
the Authors’ Club, Whitehall Place, and felt proud of my clever
ness. Per contra, an attempt to reach Wembley by the “Tube” re
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suited in my getting there by a wholly different and entirely in
explicable route—though a failure to get there at all would have
involved no great loss. After London, the Paris Metropolitain and
the admirable Nord-Sud, with all their ramifications and inter
communications, are but kindergarten work. Such case and simpli
city have, however, their bad side: they almost serve to relax the
mental fibre. They fail to provide that high, harsh discipline which
most of us, despite discomforts, are the better for.
Still a few more words on transportation. In the old days, if you
were minded to go aboard, you just went. No special trouble about
getting passage: no botheration about passports. Today you buy
passage four months ahead, without getting just what you want;
and you stand in line, passport in hand, at every frontier; and if
you have the hardihood to attempt days excursion from the Lake
of Lugano to the Lake of Como, and return, you go through the
scrimmage twice in a day and run the risk of not getting your pass
port back at all.
And now arises the spectre of exchange—“change,” “cambio,”
“valuta.” One recalls the happy days when the franc was at par in
France, Switzerland and Belgium, the lira but slightly lower
Italy, and the peseta in Spain. Over a good part of the Continent
one might figure five to the dollar—that easy, familiar, admirable com
putation. But now we encounter the widest variations from frontier
to frontier, with plenty of change, too, from day to day.

The situation needs no laboring, but one curious minor phase
of it is the variation in postage—a bother felt by all who make a
hurried trip from France through Switzerland to Italy and back
again. How many centimes on a letter from Paris to New York?
How many from Geneva? How many from Venice? All different;
seldom
never the stable old twenty-five. How many for Paris
in Paris? How much on a post-card? You get back to Paris only to
mix up the rates current in Lucerne and Geneva. . . .
But all these considerations are trivialities, frivolities. They pale
before the one great consideration—the altered position of Ameri
cans in Europe. Here again the Byronic “change.” “O wealth and
mind-stuff”—as he might have exclaimed—“ye are wondrous strong!”
Thirty years ago Americans in Europe were secondary, incidental;
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they filled up the chinks on the Continent, and were not greatly re
garded in England. On the ocean steamers they paid their tips in
English gold. In the great tourist centres they depended chiefly on
the travel facilities that the English provided: English banks, Eng
lish churches, English tourist agencies, English newspapers. But
today! It is enough to spend ten minutes in the Place de 1’Opéra
and look about you. The American tourist agencies hold their own,
and more, against the British. American banks and newspapers are
all about you. Americans, expressing themselves
their own lingo,
swarm on every hand.
Americans are supplying France with modern ideas and plans
in the hope of getting her—some time or other—out of her difficul
ties. Americans administer the contributions that Germany is making
in payment of her great error. Americans propose this conference,
that and the other, to be held on the farside of the ocean or on their
own. In such circumstances one need not go out of one’s way to
discuss whether or no Americans are “liked” in Europe. It is out
of one people’s power to “like” another—toleration is the best that
can be looked for.
Nor need one go out of his way to state whether or not a mis
cellaneous crowd of Americans, gathered in some resort of con
venience and business, “compares favorably” with a similar crowd
of Europeans. One may simply limit himself to a doubt as to
whether, in the mass, our privileged representatives abroad are all
they might be. I incline to think they are not. At any rate, pleasure
is now more and more the rule of action, and “improvement” less.
Yet they act, on their travels, rather better than the cheaper British:
my only unpleasant contacts during three months abroad were with
English tourists in Switzerland. These people are sometimes quite
incredible. I shall never again hear American conduct in public
criticized without holding up my head as I recall the English family
on the light railway between Lucerne and Interlaken (Oh, triumph
of misplaced domestic life in full operation!), or the other English
family between Bâle and Paris, who, during the first half-hour
turned a compartment that was to be occupied for the whole day
into an utter pigpen.
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Well, the American rank and file do better than that on their
travels, and the American elite have done much better than the
skittish, self-seeking, panicky foreigners in many a conference and
congress. They may not understand us, and they may not like us;
but they need
Some notes for their further aid and guidance
might be jotted down. If the French, for example, could realize
that America is a real country, and not merely a remote res
ervoir of men, material and money to be drawn upon for the rescue
of La Belle (that queen and centre of civilization), that would be
just so much clear gain. And if the English can continue to realize
that we are no longer queer, aberrant “cousins” but a distinct people
less closely related than they have fancied, yet cultivable to mutual
advantage (else why the Prince lately among us?), that will be so
much more gain. And if the Italians will realize that civilizations
come and go, that civility strides from continent to continent over
sea and ocean, and that the accumulations of the past are not the
only things needed in the functionings of culture and “kultur,” why,
there will be yet another gain. All these things will advance the
new era.

However, the Americanization of the newer generation in Europe
—the young who absorb and assimilate without any great like or
dislike—proceeds apace. The cinema has performed prodigies here,
London gets much of its current lingo from the screen. Paris, too,
is sore beset by the American photoplay. If you attend its show
with a youthful American companion you learn how old some of
these pictures are; and you can see for yourself how cheap and
common many of them are—and wince in the seeing. Yet the young
er Europe likes them and is influenced by them.
Another phase of Americanization, as it works on the younger
generation, shows on the streets and in other public places. The
war may have had its effect here; yet the fact remains that the
avenues of Paris are full of soberly dressed, quietly stepping young
women who are going seriously about their business, with no seem
ing eye on the young male and with no undue focusing of the male
eye on them—a condition unthinkable two decades ago.
In Milan the evening parks swarm with young people of both
sexes, in their middle and late teens, who act and interact with the
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same freedom that has always been taken as a matter of course in
America. Twenty years ago no such opportunities would have
existed, or would have been thought of as possibility. I recall, too,
certain innocent young philanderings on the Rion degli Schiavoni, in
Venice.
And if, after all, conferences and congresses should still fail to
bring about a general modus vivendi, one other means remains.
After the failure of all the other powers, there are still the Swiss
hotel keepers. These men know life and they understand human
nature. They have a grip on economics, and they realize, if any
men do (after several lean years, with big plants unproductive),
that international good-will is the only real basis for a present-day
civilization. They form practically a syndicate for the administration
of their own country, and they have made a good job of it. When
Hotel Crillons and Palaces of Versailles fail to turn out the timber,
why not try the Schweitzerhof and the Hotel des Alpes? Put the
affairs of distracted Europe into the hands of a committee of seven
Swiss hotel keepers; one from Geneva, one from Lucerne, one from
Zurich, one from Interlaken and so on, and let us try another
Congress of Lausanne on this new basis and with this new material.
The result, in view of recent hotel bills, might be expensive; yet, in
the long run, it would be worth more (like the Royal family of Eng
land) than it cost. Of course the ultimate head and arbiter of it
all would be an American boniface from Fifth Avenue or Palm
Beach. In the end, from present indications, Europe must be man
aged by some American or other.
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by Martha Latimer Adams

Between the Greek romances and the plays of William Shakes
peare stand the barriers of time and the requirements of the disparate
genre, as well as the admixtures of the Italian novella, the courtlylove literature, the travel literature, and countless other tributaries
which arose in the springs of entertainment and flowed into the
broad river of English literature. Despite the presence of these in
tervening, powerful elements, the confluence of Elizabethan drama
contains—in a pure state—certain surviving qualities of the Greek
romance, germ ideas which appear in disentangled clarity in Shakes
peare’s dramas: the depiction of romantic love in Romeo and Juliet
and Antony and Cleopatra is essentially a refinement of the same
concept which appears in Aethiopica, Clitophon and Leucippe, and
Daphnis and Chloe; and the circumstances and the tone of the re
lationships between Helena and Bertram in All’s Well that Ends
Well, Hero and Claudio in Much Ado About Nothing, and Mariana
and Angelo in Measure for Measure adumbrate a dominant factor
in the Greek romance—the superior character of the heroine.

The matter of Shakespeare’s sources has been meticulously in
vestigated and does not fall within the limits of this study; what
is involved here is the reappearance in Shakespeare’s work of two
of the significant characteristics of the Greek romance, notably the
revival—after an hiatus of more than one thousand years (during
which there were only occasional flashes of the theme)—of the con
cept of romantic love
it is established within the Greek romance.
Alfred Croiset’s definition of the Greek romance as a “sketch of a
developing love sentiment”1 properly emphasizes the definitive
1 Alfred Croiset and Maurice Croiset, An Abridged
of Greek
Literature, trans. George F. Heffelbower (New York: The Macmillan Com
pany, 1904), p. 528.
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element of a loosely tied heap of glittering novelties; the quality
which rescues the Greek romance from mediocrity, according to
E. H. Haight, is “its great central theme: that there is such a thing
true love; that weighed in the balance against it all the world
is nothing; and that it outlives time and even death.” 2 This com
ment is equally apropos of Shakespeare’s portrait of the love be
tween Romeo and Juliet and—even more powerfully painted—be
tween Antony and Cleopatra.

The three Greek romances which are central to this study (Aethiopica, Daphnis and Chloe, and Clitiphon and Leucippe) were
written in the second or third centuries after Christ, known
England before 1590,3 and exhibit the imprimatur of Alexandria
as well as the symptoms of the decadent civilization of Greece.
Although the tone of the Greek romance is salacious, the love in
the Greek romance is a true love: constant, faithful, sacrificial, and
enduring.
S. L. Wolff points out that the hero of the Callisthenes-andCalligone novella (which is embedded in Clitophon and Leucippe)
is ennobled in character by love and suggests that this is the “first
occurrence in literature of the motif of transformation of character
by love.” 4 Such transformations contribute inestimable richness to
Shakespeare’s dramas: Romeo, who sheds the gay embroidery of a
Chaucerian squire and becomes purposive; Benedict (Much Ado
About Nothing), who swings his position on courtship and marriage
through one hundred and eighty degrees; King Ferdinand, Biron,
Longaville, and Dumain (Love’s Labour’s Lost), who drastically
reverse their attitudes toward women; Florizel (The Winter’s Tale),
who deserts the court for a shepherd’s cottage; and Ferdinand (The
Tempest), who becomes a “patient logman” for Miranda’s sake.

Shakespeare’s intensified portraits of romantic love, however,
appear in Romeo and Juliet and Antony and Cleopatra. The love
which surmounts massive obstacles of birth and politics and defies
2 Elizabeth Hazelton Haight, Essays on the Greek Romances (New York:
Longmans, Green and Company, 1943), p. 60.
3 Ibid., p. 12.
4 Samuel Lee Wolff, The Greek Romances in Elizabethan Prose Fiction
(New York: The
University Press, 1912), p. 132.
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death is the concept which vitalizes the Greek romance; this con
cept soars to an apogee in Romeo and Juliet and Antony and
Cleopatra.
Although the Greek romances end “happily,” such endings are
produced through violent wrenchings of probability, and neartragic episodes (in Aethiopica and Clitophon and Leucippe) fore
shadow dramatic climaxes in Shakespeare’s tragedies. In Aethiopica,
when Theagenes discovers a body which he believes to be that of
his beloved Chariclea, he throws himself upon the body and holds
it in his arms. Then Theagenes, in a lamentation which parallels a
later one by Romeo, solemnly vows: “O Chariclea, hear me; thou
hast a faithful lover and shalt erelong recover me again, for I will
out of hand with my own death perform a deadly sacrifice to thee,
with mine own blood will I offer a friendly offering to thee, and
this den shall be a hasty sepulchre for us both.” 5 And Theagenes
is only prevented from suicide by Cnemon’s revelation that the
body belongs to Thisbe, not Chariclea. Later Chariclea, herself,
pleads guilty to a false charge of murder in the hope that she and
her imprisoned lover might die together. Both are saved through
a miracle, but their determination to die for love never falters.



In Clitophon and Leucippe, Clitophon watches helplessly as kid
nappers disembowel Leucippe and crosses— soon as possible—to
her coffin where he intends to kill himself. But just as Clitophon,
weapon poised, cries, “Now receive from me thy fitting libation,” 6
friends open the coffin and Leucippe emerges unharmed; she had
deceived the kidnappers by use of a sheepskin full of animal entrails
which happened to be handy. Underneath the melodramatic ex
cesses, however, the clear intent of Clitophon shines through; he pre
fers death to life without Leucippe.
Both Theagenes and Clitophon could have spoken Antony’s lines:
“I will o’re-take thee Cleopatra, and/Weepe for my pardon”

5 Heliodorus, An Aethiopian Romance, trans. Thomas Underdowne (Lon
don: George Routledge & Sons Ltd., n.d.), p. 50.
6 Wolff, Elizabethan Prose Fiction, p. 61, citing Clitophon
Leucippe.
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(IV.14.55-56).7 Antony’s subsequent death-bed/lover’s-bed meta
phor is one
Shakespeare’s most powerful compressions of Greek
romance material:
But I will bee
A Bride-groome my death, and run intoo’t
As to a Lover’s bed.
(IV.14.119-121)
Cleopatra’s lament, furthermore, collects the poignant echoes
her counterparts (Chariclea and Leucippe):

Noblest of men, woo’t dye?
Hast thou no care of me? shall I abide
In this dull world, which in thy absence is
No better then a Stye? Oh see my women:
The Crowne o’th’earth doth melt. . . .

The oddes is gone,
And there is nothing left remarkeable
Beneath the visiting Moone.
(IV.15.76-85)
In Daphnis and Chloe, a true pastoral romance, the lover’s
vicissitudes are obstacles of birth and powerful, but unrecognized,
sexual drives. The young lovers grow up together in the forests of
Lesbos, where both are raised by humble, loving “parents.” The
obstacle of birth is introduced with the revelation that Daphnis is
actually the son
a noble lord and lady, who—because they were
young, heedless, and had more children than they felt that they
needed—exposed the infant, who was rescued by a goatherd and
raised as his son. This obstacle is removed later through the rev
elation that Chloe, too, is the child of noble parents, has also been

7 Citations
Romeo and Juliet, Much Ado About Nothing,
Antony and Cleopatra are from the New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare,
ed. Horace Howard Furness (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1878, 1899,
1907); citations from All’s Well that Ends Well and Measure for Measure
are from Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, & Tragedies: A
Facsimile Edition, prepared by Helge Kokeritz (New Haven, Connecticut:
Yale University Press, 1954).
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exposed, rescued by a shepherd, etc. The harrowing circumstance
of the incomprehensible (to Daphnis and Chloe) demands of phy
sical love is conquered in successive stages: through the instruction
of a praeceptor amoris to both, through a demonstration by a city
woman to Daphnis, and finally through a rustic wedding. In their
youth, their strong, mutual physical attraction, and their artless,
open expressions of love, Daphnis and Chloe foreshadow Romeo
and Juliet.
After Chloe and Daphnis make their first vows of eternal love,
Chloe requires of Daphnis a second oath, for she comments that
“Pan, ... by whom you swore, is a fickle lover, on whom one can
place no reliance. . . . He who breaks his own vows will but laugh
if you betray your faith to me. . . . Come, my dear Daphnis, you
must swear . . . that, whilst Chloe is faithful to you, you will never
desert her.”8

Chloe is no longer considered to be a suitable choice for a wife
after Daphnis’ true parentage is revealed, and—although the circum
stances are not precisely analogous—their experssions of grief, loss,
and faithful love are congeners of later expressions by Romeo and
Juliet. Chloe weeps and speculates: “Daphnis has forgotten me. . . .
he has never come to see his Chloe. . . . Farewell Daphnis! May
you be happy; as for myself I cannot survive it.” 9
Daphnis’ plaint is no less desolate: “What a source of sorrow has
the discovery of my parents become to me! how much better would
it have been for me had I continued tending my herds! How much
happier I was a slave, for then I could behold my Chloe!”10 These
outpourings ring with the pure tone of romantic love which Shake
speare apotheosizes in Romeo and Juliet.

When Juliet
he replies:

by whose direction Romeo found her garden,

By love, that first did prompt me to inquire;
He lent me counsel, and I lent him eyes.

Longus, Daphnis and Chloe (London: Vizetelly & Co., n.d.), p. 78.
9 Ibid., pp. 143-144.
10 Ibid., p. 144.
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I am no pilot; yet, wert thou as far
As that vast shore wash’d with the farthest sea,
I would adventure for such merchandise.
(II.2.80-84)

Juliet, in almost exact parrallel to Chloe,11 articulates her fear
and her love:
Dost thou love me? I know thou wilt say ‘Ay,’
And I will take thy word; yet, if thou swear’st,
Thou mayst prove false; at lovers’ perjuries,
They say, Jove laughs. O gentle Romeo,
If thou dost love, pronounce it faithfully;
Or if thou think’st I am too quickly won,
I’ll frown, and be perverse, and say thee nay,
So thou wilt woo; but else, not for the world.
(II.2.90-97)

The tragic conclusion of Romeo and Juliet, also, vibrates sympa
thetically with the near-tragic episodes in Aethiopica and Clitophon
and Leucippe. The shades of Theagenes and Clitophon stand as
silent chorus for Romeo’s dying speech:

Ah, dear Juliet,
Why art thou yet so fair? shall I believe
That unsubtantial Death is amorous,
And that the lean abhorred monster keeps
Thee here in dark to be his paramour?
For fear of that, I still will stay with thee,
And never from this palace of dim night
Depart again.. ..

Come, bitter conduct, come, unsavoury guide!
Thou desperate pilot, now at once run on
The dashing rocks thy sea-sick weary bark.
(V.3.101-118)
There is a strong resemblance between the concepts of romantic
love in the Greek romances and Romeo and Juliet and Antony and
Cleopatra; there is, also, an interesting similiarity between the
11 See reference in Chloe’s speech to a false god, p. 47.
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heroines of the Greek romance and those of All’s Well that Ends
Well, Measure for Measure (subplot), and Much Ado About Noth
ing. The heroines of the Greek romance are superior to the men:
they are more faithful, more intelligent, and more purposive than
are the heroes. In both of Shakespeare’s comedies of the third
period, the same situation prevails, as does it also in the slightly
earlier Much Ado About Nothing.

Helena (All’s Well that Ends Well) displays constancy, courage,
initiative, and daring—qualities of a heroine in a Greek romancein her successful campaign to compel Bertram to accept her as
his wife. Although Helena is of lower birth than Bertram, her in
trinsic worth—which is far greater than Bertram’s—is recognized
by Bertram’s mother, the king of France, and finally—apparently
in exhaustion—by Bertram himself. The quality of Helena’s love for
Bertram is established in the first scene by her soliloquy:

My imagination
Carries no favour in’t but Bertrams.
I am undone, there is no living, none,
If Bertram be away. ‘Twere all one,
That I should love a bright particular starre,
And think to wed it, he is so above me
In his bright radiance and collateral light,
Must I be comforted, not in his sphere;
(I.i.93-100)
And in the soliloquy which closes this scene, Helena’s self-reliance
and new resolution are delineated.

Our remedies oft
our selves do lye,
Which we ascribe to heaven: the fated skye
Gives us free scope, onely doth backward pull
Our slow designes, when we our selves are dull.
What power is it, which mounts my love so hye,
That makes me see, and cannot feede mine eye?
The mightiest space in fortune, Nature brings
To joyne like, likes; and kisse like native things.
Impossible be strange attempts to those
That weigh their paines in sense, and do suppose
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What hath beene, cannot be. Who ever strove
To show her merit, that did misse her love?
(1.1.230-242)

Helena not only determines, she acts. When the king
France
asks her what reward she desires if her cure is successful, she
wastes not a word, but replies:
Then shalt thou give me with thy kingly hand
What husband in thy power I will command:
Exempted be from me the arrogance
To choose from forth the royall bloud of France,
My low and humble name to propagate
With any branch or image of thy state:
But such a one thy vassall, whom I know
Is free for me to aske, thee to bestow.
(II.i. 196-203)

As Bertram struggles to escape from the net, Helena relinquishes
her claim, but the King, whose honor is at stake, compels Bertram
to accept Helena. Bertram’s determination to observe nothing more
than the letter of the ceremony motivates his stipulating of “im
possible” conditions to Helena: he sends her unkissed and “un
bedded” home and informs her in a letter that until she can get
the ring from his finger and show him a child begotten by him
upon her body, she is never to call him husband. Significantly,
Helena is later able to fulfill these conditions only because Bertram
is scheming to seduce a young Florentine girl, Diana.
At the unraveling, Helena enters, confronts Bertram, and
forthrightly:

there is your Ring,
And looke you, heeres your letter: this it sayes,
When from my finger you can get this Ring,
And is by me with childe, &c. This is done,
Will you be mine now you are doubly wonne?
there is your Ring,
Helena, in her decisiveness, epitomizes the heroine of the Greek
romance.
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The superiority of a heroine is demonstrated in Measure for
Measure within the subplot of Mariana and Angelo. Shakespeare
employs the device from All’s Well that Ends Well of the substi
tution of one woman for another at a rendezvous: Angelo is tricked
into Mariana’s bed instead of Isabella’s. Angelo’s lust for Isabella,
like Bertram’s for Diana, is the avenue through which the trick
succeeds. When Angelo is spared—because Claudio still lives—the
Duke’s speech establishes the official opinion
Mariana: “Joy to
you Mariana, love her Angelo:/I have confes’d her, and I know her
vertue” (V.i.532-533).
Beatrice and Benedict or Dogberry and Verges come first to mind
when Much Ado About Nothing is mentioned. The main plot of
the play, however, is the Hero-Claudio plot, and in this plot, the
superiority of Hero is glaringly evident. Claudio is far too readily
convinced of Hero’s guilt. When Don Juan persuades Claudio to
spy on Hero, Claudio declares: “If I see anything to night, why I
should not marry her tomorrow in the congregation, where I should
wedde, there will I shame her” (III.ii.113-115).
And he does. In the church, before the assembled guests, after
Leonato has given Hero away, Claudio contemptuously says:

There Leonato, take her backe again,
Give not this rotten Orenge to your friend,
Shee’s but the signe and semblance of her honour:
(IV.i.33-35)

Later, when the evil plot has been foiled through a sequence
compensating errors by Dogberry and Verges, Claudio makes
expiation by reading a flaccid poem and song over what he sup
poses to be Hero’s tomb and then goes forward to a wedding with
Leonato’s “niece,” who unmasks and reveals herself to be Hero.
Although Shakespeare gives only a shadowy portrait of Hero, most
readers will agree that enough of Claudio is revealed to establish
Hero’s superiority.

If one considers lovely Viola (Twelfth Night), who would make
a willow cabin at her lover’s gate; Julia (The Two Gentlemen of
Verona), who cries, “Be calm, good wind, blow not a word away/Till
I have found each letter in the letter”; faithful, long-suffering Her
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mione (The Winters Tale); or tender Imogen (Cymbeline), who
graciously forgives the husband who tried to have her murdered;
then Shakespeare’s reverence for the noblest qualities in loving
women becomes unmistakably clear.

Tokens, letters, prophecies, omens, shipwrecks, abandoned
babies, disguises—all elements of the Greek romance—appear in
Shakespeare’s work, but Shakespeare uses these elements in an en
tirely different fashion. In the Greek romances such qualities serve in
stead of a solid plot structure; in Shakespeare the undergirding of
cause-and-effect supports every play; these qualities of the Greek
romance are used only
any good dramatist would elect to use
them.
It must, also, be emphasized that the love in the Greek romance
is sensual love, the impelling desire for physical gratification. The
romances are salacious; there is no suggestion of “the marriage of
true minds”; there is, nevertheless, a certain dignity inherent
any emotion for which lovers are prepared to die.
The evolution is both demonstrable and measurable. Two
Shakespeare’s noblest themes are magnificently refined and clari
fied restatements of inchoate elements from the Greek romance: the
concept of romantic love and the depiction of a superior, lovely,
faithful, feminine woman. And these two vibrant threads—com
mingled in their crude prototypes from the Greek romance—are
sharply separated by Shakespeare: the romantic love concept is
focused only around equal lovers; the superiority of a heroine is
emphasized only in plays wherein there is no vestige of the romantic
love concept.
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THE SONG OF SONGS
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT?

by Allen Cabaniss

It is well known that “the Song of Songs which is Solomon’s”
(Canticles) is a book of Scripture that has exercised an incalculable
influence on Western literature. There are medieval Latin poems in
which line after line is derived from it.1 And
reflection in lyrics
of the emerging vernaculars is almost as pervasive.2 It was possibly
the most powerful single impetus in development of that most typi
cal Western phenomenon, romanticism.3 Yet it had difficulty in be
ing accepted into the Biblical canon. Only by virtue of allegory and
liturgy was it finally included.
The rather curious fascination of the book has existed practically
from the beginning. At a very early time it became, in one way or
another, a part of the Passover liturgy, although more often than not
a private part of it.4 It is not known whether the Paschal associa
tion antedates the New Testament. If so, it would seem strange if
there were no allusions to it in the New Testament. There has

1 Two poems which immediately come to mind are “Quis
hic qui
pulsat ad atrium” (attributed to St. Peter Damian) and “Zelo tui langueo”
(by Richard Rolle of Hampole). See F. J. E. Raby, ed., The
Book
of Medieval Latin
(new and enl. ed.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959),
pp. 158, 442-448.
2 E.g., the anonymous pastourelle, “De Saint Quentin a Cambrai,”
the cantiga de amigo, Eu velida non dormia,” by Pedro Earies Solaz. See
F. Brittain, The Medieval Latin and Romance Lyric to A. D. 1300 (2nd ed.;
Cambridge: University Press, 1951), pp. 158f., 215f.
3 Murray Reston, Prophet and Poet: The Bible and the Growth of
Romanticism (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1965),
passim. This fine study has particular reference to the eighteenth century, but
its applicability is true
earlier periods. See also J. J. Wilhelm, The Cruelest
Month. (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1965), esp. pp. 98104;
Stewart, The Enclosed Garden (Madison, Wisconsin: University
of Wisconsin Press, 1966), a study of seventeenth-century poetry.
4 Cf. Philip Carrington, According to Mark (Cambridge: University
Press, 1960), p.
“The fact that the Song of Solomon is read at Passover
suggests that such ideas were abroad that night.”
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been, however, an understandable reluctance among commentators
in identifying any citations.5 It appears possible nonetheless that
there may be at least
In II Tim. 1:17 the author states of Onesiphorus that “when he
was in Rome he sought me diligently and found [me]” (alla genomenos en Romei spoudaios ezetesen me kai heuren). The passage is
remarkably reminiscent of the Septuagint version of Cant. 3:1c,
the voice of the young Shulamite speaking of her beloved, “I
sought him and found him not” (ezetcsa auton kai ouch heuron
auton), a passage repeated
Cant. 3:2d and 5:6d.

The complex, “seek and find” (or, “seek and not find” is, course,
a commonplace and appears in a number of forms at many places
in Scripture, e.g., in the Old Testament at Josh. 2:22; I Sam. 10:21;
II Kings (LXX, IV Kings) 2:17; Isa. 65:1 (aberrantly quoted in
Rom. 10:20); Jer. 29: 12 (LXX, 36:13); Hos. 2:7 (LXX, 2:9);
and in the New Testament at Matt. 7:7 (Luke 11:19); Luke 2:44,
45,48;
John 7:34;
12:19. The New Testament references can
probably be discounted
sources
II Tim. 1:17. Of the Old
Testament passages only the phrases in Cant. 3:1, 2; 5:6, have the
same tense and number as the Timothy passage. It is therefore
important to inquire whether there are any further resemblances
between II Timothy and Canticles.
There are indeed four other points at which there are slight ver
bal similarities: cf. II Tim. 1:18, “May the Lord grant (doie) him
to find pity,” with Cant. 8:1, “O that one[God?] would grant (doie)
you to be my brother”; II Tim. 2:19, “has stood firm, with this
inscription (sphragida),” with Cant. 8:6, “as a seal (sphragida) upon
your heart,
a seal (sphragida) upon your arm”; II Tim. 4:8, “the
garland (stephanos) of uprightness, which the Lord . . . will reward
me in that day (en ekeinei tei hemerai),” with Cant. 3:11, “the

5 J. Winandy, “Le Cantique des Cantiques et le Nouveau Testament,”
Revue Biblique, LXXI (Feb. 1964), 161-190, examines the various possi
bilities but reaches a negative conclusion. I have not seen this article, but it
is summarized in New Testament Abstracts, IX, No. 2 (Winter 1965), 173.
There is a recent discussion by J. Smit, “Une citation du Cantique dans
Secunda Petri,” Revue Biblique, LXXIII, No. 1 (1966), 107-118, of a re
flection of Cant. 2:17 (4:6) in II Pet. 1:19; see New Testament Abstracts,
XI, No. 1 (Fall 1966), 107.
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garland (toi stephanoi) with which his mother crowned him on the
day (en hemerai) of his wedding, on the day (en hemerai) of his
heart’s gladness”; and II Tim. 4:21, “Hasten to come before winter
(cheimonos elthein)” with Cant. 2:11, “Look! the winter has passed
away (cheimon parelthen).” But,
indicated, the foregoing are
very slight agreements. To pursue the issue further it will be neces
sary to observe whether there may be circumstantial evidence to
corroborate these suggestions.
Wide familiarity with the book of Canticles may be deduced
from its liturgical use. As noted above, it was prescribed for read
ing at Paschal time, perhaps publicly at an early period, but pri
vately by the fourth or fifth century of the Christian era. The other
occasion was at the end of the day of Atonement: during alternate
dancing and singing, Cant. 3:11 was chanted by youths. So the
book (or part of it) was employed both at Passover (Mazzoth), a
spring festival, and near Tabernacles (Succoth), an autumn festi
val.6 Internally there are indications of autumnal poetry (e.g., 4:13f,
16; 7:11-13)
well
poetry of springtime (esp. 2:11-13). The
Song would thus evoke recollection of appropriate passages from
Exodus. Does II Timothy in any way reflect these ideas?

There is a reference to Exodus (7:11, 22?) in II Tim. 3:8. The
allusions to autumn are fairly frequent: the weary farmer (2:6) the
approach of harsh seasons (3:1), chilliness requiring a cloak (4:
13), and especially the plea to hasten before winter (4:21). There
may be a specific allusion to Succoth in the word spendomai
(“offered as a libation”) in 4:6. Springtime references are neither
numerous nor obvious, but there seems to be a Paschal allusion in
1:10, Jesus’s abolishing death and bringing life and immortality
light; 2:8, Jesus’s rising from the dead; and particularly 2:20, fine
and cheap vessels for differing uses (the finest were reserved for
the Passover).
In the course of time, moreover, many sentimental and emotional
associations would gather,
when an American recalls the glow
6 An excellent treatment is Theophile J. Meek’s introduction and exegesis
of the Song of Songs in The Interpreter’s Bible, V (Nashville, Tennessee:
Abingdon Press, 1956), esp. 91, 95f., A popular but substantial work is Hugh
J. Schonfield, The Song of Songs (New York: New American Library, 1959),
esp. pp. 14-83.
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Christmas in other years. These would be, for instance, memories of
relatives and friends. The approach of the religious observance
would therefore tend to evoke personal recollections. II Timothy
contains a number of indications that might suggest such a situa
tion: the writer’s mention of his own forebears (1:3) and the
peculiarly warm reference to the recipient’s mother and grand
mother (1:5); the author’s feeling of loneliness and abandonment
at his first trial (4:16) and during his imprisonment (4:9-11); the
appealing prayer for the bereaved family of Onesiphorus (1:16)
and the mention of a babe in arms (3:15); and especially the urge
to poetry (2:11-13).
It would seem, then, that the circumstantial evidence in the three
preceding paragraphs might confirm the four verbal similarities and
that both circumstantial evidence and verbal similarities together
would tend to confirm an identification of the phrase in II Tim.
1:17 as an allusion to the similar phrase in Cant. 3:1c (repeated
in Cant. 3:2d and 5:6d).
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IRVING AND TICKNOR IN SPAIN:
SOME PARALLELS AND CONTRASTS

by Hal L. Ballew

Washington Irving’s position
American literature might be
called, for want of a better term, inconsistent. The first American
to gain a wide and enthusiastic audience abroad, he is paid the
conventional honor of being “the father of American literature.”
Yet Irving, as a recent biographer
ranks below any other
American writer who enjoys “a comparable fame.”1 Thus, despite
the fact that he converted the Hudson River country and the Cat
skills into legends that seem to exude a vapor
timeless as the
pyramids, it may be conceded that some of Irving’s works never
had any appeal for Americans; that others, such as his biographies
of George Washington and Oliver Goldsmith, were scarcely sus
tained for some years by the magic of his reputation; that others,
such as his Life and Voyages of Columbus, fell into a critical
vacuum when they were proved by more thorough studies to in
clude a considerable amount of romantic fancy along with the facts.

The Irving cult, however, is not quite dead, and among those
whose pulse quickens, a little at least, at the mention of him are
many Spaniards; for in Spain his name is a veritable talisman that
conjures up all that is best of “yankeydom.”
Having traveled and worked in Spain for more than seven years
between 1829 and 1846, Irving observed the country in a state
exhaustion and decline, plagued by civil war, the government
headed by a succession of despotic generals and monarchs whose
very survival depended on their ability to suppress the democratic
aspirations of the people. He was personally acquainted with
Ferdinand VII, an exceptionally cruel and inept figure, and later
1 Edward Wagenknecht, Washington Irving,
York: Oxford University Press, 1962), p. ix.
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with Ferdinand’s daughter, Isabel II, to whom he presented his
credentials as Minister in 1842, and to whom he always referred
thereafter as “the little queen.” He could remember the former
with pleasure, and turned a disinterested ear to the reports of
intrigue, scandal, sordid love affairs and temper tantrums of which
the Queen was accused in later years, which were true.2 His ideal
ism and sentimentality, in fact, made him look for the bright and
sunny side of everything Spanish when circumstances frequently
did not warrant it. It was easy, therefore, for Spaniards to admire
his personal charm, congenial manner, his tolerant and democratic
outlook.

Irving’s interest in Spanish history dated from his childhood,3 but
later in his career the writer was caught up in one of the cross cur
rents of the romantic movement in which the Spanish dramatic
authors, especially Calderon, were rediscovered and recognized as
kindred spirits of a bygone era. Robert Southey and John Gibson
Lockhart were Hispanophiles. The German scholars, especially
Friedrich Bouterwek (1765-1828) and Wilhelm von Schlagel (17671845), did much to give impetus to the appreciation
the Spanish
literature of the seventeenth century. Irving had followed the
careers of these and other scholars and men of letters. He had long
conversations with Johan Nikolas Bohl von Faber (1770-1836), a
German scholar Jiving in Cadiz who had made invaluable contribu
tions to the study of Spanish drama and Old Spanish poetry. Irving,
however, was not even the first American to become interested in
Spanish literature: that distinction must go to the Bostonian,
George Ticknor.
The paths of Ticknor and Irving were to cross a number
times. They had many interests in common, mutual friends; both
were patriotic Americans and able and distinguished writers. Both
men had prepared themselves to practice law, and neither made a
career in that field. Both were in the vanguard of American men
of letters, such as William H. Prescott, Henry Wadsworth Long
fellow, William Dean Howells, James Russell Lowell, who at some
2
T. Williams, The Life of Washington Irving (2 vols.; New
York: Oxford University Press, 1935), II, 141.
3 “Before 1798 he could retell the exploits of Boabdil, King of Granada.”
Ibid., 20.
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time during their careers followed the beckoning pennants of the
Cid.4 It is interesting, therefore, to compare the careers of George
Ticknor and Washington Irving and to make observations about
their accomplishments, personalities, and general qualifications in
the field of Hispanic studies.
Ticknor, a graduate of Dartmouth, continued his study of
Greek, Roman and German literature, principally in Germany,
between 1815 and 1819. Whereas Irving’s journals were often
scarcely more than notes, reminders and records of the social trivia
which seem to have dominated his existence, Ticknor’s journals and
letters are compositions that sometimes give the impression of being
meticulously prepared.
In other respects Ticknor’s temperament was dissimilar to Wash
ington Irving’s. Ticknor never lost the sharp outlines of his New
England upbringing. His biographer credited him with a strong
will, adding that “the great vivacity and earnestness of his nature
could not, with all his self-mastery, be always restrained from too
great vehemence and pertinacity in discussion. . . .”5 His corres
pondence is full of picturesque details of the famous, rich and
interesting people of his time. On having dinner with President and
Mrs. Madison, he described Mrs. Madison as a “large, dignified
lady, with excellent manners, obviously well practised in the ways
of the world,” whose conversation he found “now and then amus
ing.”6 Of Thomas Jefferson, he wrote, “If I was astonished to find
Mr. Madison short and somewhat awkward, I was doubly aston
ished to find Mr. Jefferson, whom I had always supposed to be a
small man, more than six feet high.”7 While a guest at Monticello
in 1815, Ticknor may have caught the passion for book collecting
that was to be his chief interest in later life. Taking note of the
library, which was housed in several fine rooms, he remarked that
it contained a collection of “about seven thousand volumes . . .
4 The list could be expanded to include William Cullen Bryant, Bret
Harte, Edward Everett Hale, and, of course, many others.
5 Life, Letters, and Journals of George Ticknor, ed. George S. Hillard (2
vols.,
ed.; London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington, 1876),
II, 406.
6 Ibid., I, 25.
7 Ibid., p. 29.
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arranged in the catalogue and on the shelves according to the
divisions and subdivisions of human learning. . . .”8

In Europe, Ticknor was received in the most distinguished salons.
His letters and journals, filled with keen observation and written
with candor, record his meetings with Madame de Stäel, Chateau
briand, Goethe, Lockhart, Lord Byron, and, of course, many other
persons who shared his interest in literature. His attitude toward
Lord Byron seemed to be one of somewhat forbidding distrust and
suspicion. “I have never heard him make one extraordinary or
original observation,” he wrote of him, “though I have heard him
make many that were singular and extravagant.”9 Contemplating
the wreckage of an interview he had had with Lockhart, Ticknor
wrote that the man had “the coldest and most disagreeable man
ners I have ever seen.”10 To Irving, Napoleon Bonaparte was an
exceptional man who would “outshine his opponents in the eyes
of posterity.”11 Ticknor’s position was equally forthright. “When
Napoleon was rejected from France,” he wrote “every man in
Christendom, of honest principle and feelings, felt
if a weight of
danger had been lifted from his prospects.”12 Although Ticknor
wrote enthusiastically about the charm and grace of the Spanish
people, he could be coldly critical on occasions. “Madrid is the least
interesting capital I have visited. ... Of the Spanish government
there is very little good to say. The King personally is a vulgar
blackguard.”13
Whereas Irving had to examine each literary task with an eye
to its commercial possibilities, the Ticknor fortune allowed George
to indulge his love for travel, scholarship, and bibliophilism with
out any restraints except those imposed by his own will.

Ticknor began his studies at Göttingen in 1815. His eyes were
dazzled by the rows of books. “What a mortifying distance there is
between a European and an American scholar,”14 he exclaimed in
8 Ibid., p. 30.
9 Ibid., pp. 136-37.
10 Ibid., II, 120.
11 George S. Hellman, Washington Irving, Esquire (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1925), p. 94.
12 Ticknor, I, 41.
13 Ibid., p. 158.
14 Ibid., p. 60, n.8.
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a letter in which he referred to the library at Cambridge, i.e. Har
vard, as a “closet full of books.”15 Pleased with himself and with
his progress in his studies, he continued there until 1818, when he
was offered the Smith chair of Modern Languages and Literature
at Harvard. Ticknor was doubtful of his qualifications with respect
to what he called “the Spanish part.” In his correspondence he re
marked that Spanish was “a new subject of study proposed to me,
to which I have paid no attention since I have been here, and
which I have not taken into the plan of my studies and travels in
Europe. . . .”16

Ticknor traveled from Germany to Spain in June, 1818, ostensibly
to improve his knowledge of Spanish and Spanish literature. Hav
ing settled in Madrid, he began what would now be called a “crash
program,” arising at 5:30 a.m. and working through the day with
two tutors. “As soon
I can speak Spanish tolerably,” he wrote his
father, “I shall seek Spanish society. . . .”17
Nevertheless, the program that was initiated with such earnest
ness ended approximately five months later, for reasons that are not
clear. He began a leisurely tour of southern Spain and by Novem
ber was again in London. He took up his duties at Harvard in the
autumn of 1819, at the age of twenty-eight.
It is to be noted in Ticknor’s journals that he continued to give
public lectures on Shakespeare and other topics not concerned with
foreign languages after occupying his post as a specialist in French
and Spanish literature at Harvard. His splendid History of Spanish
Literature was published in 1849, when Ticknor was fifty-eight
years old, and after Washington Irving had completed his diplo
matic mission as American Minister to Spain.
Ticknor’s mastery of languages, and especially Spanish, could
not compare to Irving’s. Irving began to study Spanish seriously in
1824—some six years after Ticknor’s crash program—but unlike
Ticknor he persisted, and, according to Stanley Williams, “Spanish
was the one foreign language he was to speak fluently.”18
15 Ibid.., n.7. “When I went away ... I thought it was a large library;
when I came back, it seemed a closetfull of books.”
Ibid., p. 97.
17 Ibid., p. 155.
18 Williams, 284.
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Irving’s seriousness of purpose is affirmed by deeds and words.
“My Spanish master was not so punctual,” he remarked
London,
on December 10, 1824, “so I went to give him a lesson.”19 Irving
was soon reading the Spanish dramas of Calderon and Lope de
Vega and later racing through the rich mine of historical material
that was available to him in Spain.
Irving was 43 years old when he arrived in Spain. His decision
to go was not the result
any mature plan. It represented, to the
contrary, an admission of the futility of his situation and the
abandonment of old interests that had seemed to come to nothing.
His first years in Spain were his most productive and his most sat
isfying. The accustomed indolence had given way to almost fever
ish activity, and his close friends appeared to fear for his health, so
intense were his labors. Having decided to write a biography
Columbus, and amply supplied with materials by Obadiah Rich, he
lent himself to the project with dedication. Young Henry Wads
worth Longfellow, carrying a letter
introduction to Irving from
Ticknor, found him busy, inaccessible, or “always at work.”20 Irving
completed the three volumes of The Life and Voyages of Christo
pher Columbus, The Conquest of Granada and did a substantial
amount on The Alhambra before leaving Spain in 1829. These pro
ductions not only laid the foundation for Irving’s return to Spain
as head of America’s diplomatic mission, but guaranteed him a
place in Spanish letters that has not been rivaled by any other
American.
Ticknor resigned from Harvard in January, 1835, leaving his
position to Longfellow, and returned to Europe for a period of
three years. It was during this same period that Washington Irving,
following the beacons of ambition, respectability, and prosperity,
returned to his own country. Although he longed for the old world,
he came to terms with the new, by attempting to better his fortune
by speculation on the stock market, and by taking an active part in
politics. A Tour on the Prairies was published in 1835. It was dur
ing this period that Irving’s sincere admiration for James Fenimore
Cooper and Edgar A. Poe elicited only outbursts from the former
19 Hellman, p. 183.
20 Williams, I, 317.
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—who accused him of “meanness”21—and cautious reserve from the
latter, who stated that the main ingredients of Irving’s success were
“tame propriety and faultlessness of style”22—attributes that in no
way warranted such an enormous literary reputation.
While Irving was engaged at these tasks, Ticknor continued to
acquire books on Spanish subjects. And to further his studies on
Spanish literature it was necessary to keep a flow of books coming
his way for inspection and consultation. On Irving’s appointment
as Minister to the court of Spain, Ticknor suggested that he take
as his secretary Joseph Cogswell, a trained librarian, who could be
depended on to find, consult, extract from, or purchase the books
required for his research. When Cogswell refused the position in
Madrid, Ticknor lamented to Irving that “Cogswell’s decision throws
me quite out of my track, and leaves me no resource but to turn
to you.”23 Ticknor wrote to Pascual de Gayangos, also a collector
who sometimes purchased books for Ticknor, that Irving could not
be relied on for much help, for “he was never very active; he is
now growing old, and his knowledge of books and bibliography is
not at all like Cogswell’s.”24

Ticknor’s History of Spanish Literature (1849), published in
three volumes, was an immediate success and a remarkable work
for that time, far outstripping Bouterwek in its completeness and
in the orderly presentation of material. Although it has been said
that Spaniards should be ashamed for not having written it them
selves,25 Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, one of Spain’s very great
critics, more recently wrote that the book was “lacking in critical
orientation, tinged with vagueness and superficiality of thought,
and lacking in aesthetic penetration, factors that cannot be dis
guised with all the erudition of the world.”26 Harvard Professor
J.D.M. Ford remarked that “Ticknor, the New England Protestant,
21 Ibid., II, 56.
22 Ibid., pp. 101-102.
23 Ticknor, II, 201. Gayangos, a gifted critic and bibliophile, translated
Ticknor’s History of Spanish Literature into Spanish.
24 Ibid., p. 202.
25 Dario Fernandez-Florez, The Spanish Heritage in the United States
(Madrid: Publicaciones Espanolas, 1965), p. 210.
26 Ibid., p. 211.
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though no intellectual bigot, could not always appreciate at their
full worth many of the leading religious writers of Spain.”27
Irving’s preeminence in the field of Spanish subjects was also
threatened from another quarter and from a life-long friend, class
mate and protégé of Ticknor. Irving had hoped that the crowning
achievement of his career might be a serious and detailed study of
the Spanish conquest of the New World, a subject on which he had
been working sporadically for years. While he, with characteristic
dilatoriness, worked at other projects, William H. Prescott, already
divested by his famous countryman of two subjects—namely Col
umbus and Granada—worked grimly on his Conquest of Mexico,
mindful that Irving might take that subject from him also. On
consulting with Cogswell about the persistent rumors that Prescott
was “engaged upon an American subject,” Irving received the un
equivocal answer that he was. And thus sentimental Geoffrey
Crayon was caught firmly in a gambit which not only required that
he cede the material to his gifted rival, but that it be done in a
manner that would not suggest his frustration and disappointment.
If he had once been accused of plagiarism with respect to the use
of the aging Navarrete’s28 material in the writing of his biography
of Columbus, how much more reprehensible it would appear to use
his reputation and power against heroic Prescott, who had carried
on his painstaking investigation in almost total blindness, aided by
friends
loyal and devoted as were Ticknor and Cogswell.

Prescott had always admired Irving, perhaps to a much greater
extent than Ticknor, and after accepting the sacrifice of “the
American subject” he also became his friend.29
No foreigner, however, has ever generated so much warmth and
affection in Spain as did Irving. His works have run through num
erous editions; his popularity in Spain is comparable to that of the
Duke of Rivas and Jose Zorrilla, the celebrated dramatists of nine
27Dictionary of American Biography, ed. D. Malone (New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1936), XVIII, 528.
28 Martin Fernandez Navarrette, Spanish authority on Columbus, author
of Coleccion de los viages.
29 The episode is related in Williams, II, 104-105, who
Irving as
saying in a letter to his nephew: “I doubt whether Mr. Prescott was
of the extent of the sacrifice I made.”
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teenth-century Spain. Calling The Alhambra Irving’s “best and
most famous work,”30 Fernandez-Florez, perhaps referring to com
plete editions, states that there have been more than twenty Span
ish language editions.31 But Antonio Gallego Morell of the Uni
versity of Granada has compiled a list of forty-eight editions,32
some of which are adaptations of The Alhambra for children. With
the exception
The Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus,
which continues to be read and enjoyed,33 the other works
Irving dealing with Spanish subjects have not done well. Despite
the appearance
scholarly and painstaking studies of the life
of Columbus, such as the one of Salvador Madariaga, Irving’s
idealized version of the Admiral of the Ocean Seas is the one most
commonly known in Spain.34
Meanwhile, Irving’s writing desk, or an acceptable facsimile, is
pointed out to the millions who have visited the Palace of the
Moorish Kings, and
1966 a priceless portrait of Irving by his
friend Wilkie was given to the city
Granada by Irving’s grate
ful heirs.

Irving’s determination to feel and recapture the outlines of
Spain’s history, not only by speaking the Spanish language and by
studying its literature, but by observing its customs and examining
its monuments, was unique for his time. Translations of The Al
hambra, which began
appear in France in 1844, preceded by
many years Gautier’s Voyage en Espagne (1843) and Dumas’ De
Paris à Cadix (1848), which are both said to have influenced con
siderably both the prose and poetry of late nineteenth-century
Spain.
When George Ticknor was at the very end

his life, he asked to

31 Fernandez-Florez, pp. 220-21.
31 Ibid., p. 221.
32 “ ‘The Alhambra’
Washington Irving y sus traducciones,” Revista
Hispanica Moderna, XXVI, Julio- Octobre (1960), 136.
33 The condensed version is now available in a one-volume edition:
y viajes de Cristobal Colon (Barcelona: Editorial Mateu, 1962).
34 “For Irving, history remained fiction, even though his tone shifted from
the comic to the romantic. Columbus is—as much as
American novel—a
romance. It makes the career of the discoverer of America a fabulous quasiallegorical quest.” William L. Hedges, Washington Irving: An American
Study, 1802-1832 ( The Goucher College Series”; Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1965), p. 250.
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be carried to his splendid collection of Spanish books where he
might sit for the last time surrounded by the treasures he so faith
fully used during his life. The books, some of them from the col
lection
Southey, could not fail to arouse memories of Gayangos,
Obadiah Rich, Cogswell, Prescott, and, of course, Washington
Irving.

Irving had died approximately eleven years before, in November
of 1859, at Sunnyside. Although ill and locked
a struggle against
time to finish his biography of Washington, he sometimes recalled
better days, treating his guests with his “memories of the Alhambra,
fragrant with orange blossoms, ... of Wilkie, sketching him as he
bent over a manuscript
Seville.”35 Turning his thoughts to Spain,
which had always returned his interest with the highest honors and
esteem, he might have thought,
did Alexandre Dumas: “The
Spaniards recognize in me, that is to say in my works, some touch
of Castile that warms their hearts.”36
35 Williams, II, 237.
36 Alexandre Dumas, Adventures in Spain, trans. Alma E. Murch (New
York:
1959), p. 77. Published in England under the title
From Paris to Cadiz.
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